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Abstract

Nowadays users have access to an immense number of media content. They are able to consume thousands of Television (TV) channels and millions of video clips from online portals like YouTube. Due to the immense number of available content, users can have the problem to find content of interest. This problem can be solved by recommendation systems. For example, recommendation systems can be used to create recommendations which fit to the preferences of users.

Recommendation systems can use two different approaches for the creation of recommendations. They can take content-based and/or collaborative-filtering techniques into account. Content-based filtering techniques use information, the so-called metadata, that describe the content in more detail. Collaborative-filtering techniques calculate similarities e.g., between users. All users are included in a dataset, the so-called community. Generally the number of user profiles within the community is quite large. Examples of such huge communities are Amazon, Netflix, MovieLens, and LastFM. The community which includes the user profiles is used to create a user-item matrix. This user-item matrix contains the preferences from users on items e.g., movies, genres, book titles, and so forth.

The quality of the recommendations depends on the accuracy of the predictions. As mentioned above, collaborative-filtering techniques calculate similarities e.g., between users. These similarities can be used to calculate predictions for an entry within the user-item matrix. If the predictions are close or equal to the preferences of a user, the used collaborative-filtering technique predicts accurately.

Generally recommendation systems only use one single collaborative-filtering algorithm for the similarity calculation. The research work of this thesis proves that a dynamic selection of the most accurate filtering algorithm by considering more algorithms is able to increase the accuracy of the predictions significantly.
In order to increase the accuracy of predictions, this thesis presents a dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system which creates recommendations for video content, such as movies or genres. This system is able to find the most accurate filtering algorithm by considering the k-nearest neighbours. These neighbours are selected by identifying the most similar users or items e.g., movies. Besides the dynamic selection, this thesis presents newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms which are able to overcome researched weaknesses of state-of-the-art algorithms.

The evaluation of the proposed system considers a huge dataset from MovieLens and a small dataset from an undertaken survey. The consideration of a huge and a small dataset shall prove that the system can be used in both cases.

The results of this thesis show that the proposed system is able to decrease the error rate significantly compared to existing approaches.
Chapter 1

Introduction

In the 1990s the available information and entertainment technologies increased exponentially. Users have access to hundreds of TV channels, thousands of videos from online portals, millions of books, news, web pages, images, and CDs on the World Wide Web (WWW) \[1,2\]. Due to this immense amount of available content, users are overloaded with information \[3\]. In order to filter the available information, recommendation systems have become important \[2\]. Recommendation systems use the Information Filtering (IF) technique to present and recommend items, such as books, movies, images, and so forth, that could be interesting to individual users \[1\]. An “item” is a term that is used to donate what a recommendation systems recommends to users \[4\]. They filter the content and create recommendations by the usage of different approaches.

Basically a recommendation system can create non-personalized and personalized recommendations.

A recommendation system which creates non-personalized recommenda-
tions offers identical recommendations to each user. These kind of recommendation systems creates recommendations for e.g., products to customers based on the feedback of other customers. The recommendations are independent of the individual customer. Each customer gets the same recommendation \[5\]. Typical examples for those kind of recommendations are the top ten selection of books, CD etc.

A personalized recommendation system creates the recommendations based on preferences which represents the likings on e.g., a specific movie, book, genre, and so forth. The preferences can be created in an implicit and in an explicit manner. A personalized recommendation system uses either the content-based approach, the collaborative-filtering approach, or a combination of these two approaches. The content-based approach uses the metadata which describes the content in more detail. For example, if a user prefers to watch documentaries, a recommendation system can personalize the recommendations by taking this preference into account. The collaborative-filtering approach considers the preferences from several users for the creation of recommendations. The first system which used this approach was introduced by Goldberg et al. \[6\].

However, this thesis focuses on personalized recommendation systems by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques. The following paragraphs therefore describe the collaborative-filtering approach in more detail.

Recommendations which use the dataset from a community can be created by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques \[7\]. A user-item matrix that contains the ratings from the users on items (e.g., movies) represents the community. The ratings represent the preference in an item and is quite
often within a range \([0;5]\), where zero represents no interest and five definite interest. Generally this community contains a huge number of ratings. Examples of huge communities are Amazon, Netflix, MovieLens, and LastFM. Recommendations are based on similarities between users or items. These similarities can be calculated by the usage of collaborative-filtering algorithms, such as the \textit{Pearson-r Correlation}, the \textit{Spearman Rank Correlation}, the \textit{Cosine Similarity}, or the \textit{Adjusted Cosine Similarity}. The similarities between users or items can be used to calculate predictions \(^8\). The result of the prediction calculation predicts a rating within the user-item matrix. With this technique entries of the user-item matrix can be predicted which are not rated yet. The calculation of the predictions can be performed by taking the \textit{Weighted Sum} \(^9\)\(^{12}\) approach into account. The predictions’ accuracy can be exploited by the usage of the Mean Absolute Error (\textit{MAE}). Besides the \textit{MAE} \(^{10}\)\(^{11}\)\(^{13}\)\(^{14}\), the Mean Square Error (\textit{MSE}) or the Root Mean Square Error (\textit{RMSE}) \(^{12}\)\(^{15}\)\(^{19}\) are also able to exploit the accuracy of the predictions. Besides the calculation of the predictions, the similarities can also be used to find the k-nearest neighbours. The k-nearest neighbours include users or items that are quite similar to the active user or active item \(^{12}\).

The similarity calculation is normally realized by the usage of one single collaborative-filtering algorithm. The evaluations of this thesis prove that the most accurate algorithm is strongly connected to the active user/item and its neighbourhood, which is represented by the k-nearest neighbours. The results of the evaluation show that the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm can not be reduced to a single one. In addition to these results,
the thesis proves that a dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm can significantly reduce the error rates, such as the **MAE**, **MSE** or the **RMSE**. This reduction of the error rates improves the predictions’ accuracy.

Besides these improvements, the presented thesis also shows up some investigated weaknesses of State-of-the-Art (SotA) collaborative-filtering algorithms. This thesis presents newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms that overcome researched weaknesses of the *Pearson-r Correlation*, the *Spearman Rank Correlation*, the *Cosine Similarity*, and the *Adjusted Cosine Similarity*. The evaluation of this thesis proves the usefulness of the newly developed algorithms.

The main contribution is a researched and developed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. It includes the mentioned SotA algorithms and newly researched and developed algorithms that are able to overcome researched weaknesses. The proposed system finds the most accurate filtering algorithm by taking the active user or active item and its k-nearest neighbours into account. The finding of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm is realized by the exploiting of the error rates, such as the **MAE**, the **MSE** and the **RMSE**. The algorithm which produces the lowest error rate will be proposed for further calculations.

In order to prove the usefulness of the proposed system, this thesis considers two datasets. The first dataset from MovieLens represents a huge community. This dataset includes ratings from 943 users and 1682 items (movies). The evaluation of this thesis takes this dataset into account and proves that the error rates are significantly lower than the error rates from
existing approaches, which also use this dataset. In addition to the dataset from MovieLens, this thesis also considers a dataset from a survey. This dataset represents a small community. The user-item matrix which contains the ratings is presented in Table 3.1. The survey was undertaken at the Technische Hochschule Mittelhessen - University of Applied Sciences (THM). Each respondent was asked to rate genres that are specified by a European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) standard for Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) Service Information [20]. This ETSI standard specifies twelve main genres, that are delivered within the DVB Transport Stream. The setting of the ratings could be realized by using an interface [21, 22]. The respondents were able to set their preferences by setting stars. Five stars represent definite interest in the selected genre and zero stars represent no interest in the selected genre. These settings were saved as the explicit user profile.

The following sections present the problem statement and the motivation of this thesis. Additionally they present the objectives of this thesis and the report contribution. Finally the organization of this thesis is described.
1.1 Problem Statements and Motivation

Nowadays users have access to an immense amount of media content. The classic broadcast TV offers thousands of channels. Novel generations of TV devices are also able to access media content which is available via the Internet. A study which was undertaken by BITCOM in 2011 showed that every second TV sold in Germany is Internet capable. Thus, 5 million TVs with a built-in web connection were sold in 2011. That is almost a tenfold increase within two years. All older flat panels can be upgraded for Internet reception using hybrid set-top boxes. These set-top boxes are also available with an integrated hard drive for recording programs, so Video Cassette Recording becomes redundant. Almost every second German (46 percent) wants to connect their TV to the Internet to watch web content on their TV device. These figures are the results of a representative survey in the study “The Future of Consumer Electronics”. Especially the younger generation longs for the TV-web. 60 percent of Germans between 14 and 26 years want to have a TV which is connected to the Internet. 74 percent of young Americans and 77 percent of young Britons want to have an Internet TV. Besides these aspects, nowadays clients are connected within a home environment through the network. An example of a home environment is presented in Section 3.1. The connection of the linear DVB content and the non-linear content from the Internet offers an immense amount of media content. DVB-Satellite (DVB-S) offers more than 1000 channels, DVB-Cable (DVB-C) offers more than 200 channels, and DVB-Terrestrial (DVB-T) offers more than 50 channels. Users are overloaded with
information and they have the problem of finding content of interest in less time \cite{27,30}. In order to overcome this problem, recommendation systems can be used to find content of interest.

Collaborative-filtering techniques can be used to generate recommendations by using data from a community \cite{31,40}. Existing approaches use data from huge communities such as MovieLens, Netflix, or LastFM. Typically recommendation systems take one collaborative-filtering algorithm into account. Research studies of the presented thesis prove that the most accurate algorithm is strongly connected to the given user-item matrix, active user/item, and its neighbourhood. An algorithm, which performs the best results by considering an user-item matrix can provide the worst results by using another user-item matrix. Due to these facts the main challenge of this thesis is the research and development of a recommendation system that selects the most accurate algorithm which is strongly connected to the active user or item. Another disadvantage of existing approaches is the limitation of the evaluation by considering small datasets. As mentioned above, collaborative-filtering systems normally use a huge dataset. This thesis will also address user-item matrices which contain only a small number of users or items.

The quality of recommendation systems is strongly connected to the accuracy of the predictions. Several recommendation systems are evaluated by the calculation of error rates \cite{7,10,11,14,18,40}. For example, Netflix, a movie recommender, ran a competition between 2007 and 2009. The aim of this competition was the accuracy improvement of predictions by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques. Challengers were asked to reduce the
error rate of these predictions. They had to reduce the RMSE by about ten percent. Challengers who were able to produce the lowest RMSE won 1,000,000 USD.

The main task of this thesis is the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy by reducing the error rate and considering small and large datasets. These objectives will be described below.


1.2 Objectives of the Thesis

Since the quality of a recommendation system is strongly connected to the accuracy of the predictions, this thesis will focus on the accuracy improvement by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques. The proposed system shall be able to reduce the error rate significantly compared to existing approaches. In addition, the proposed system shall be able to consider small and large datasets. The small dataset shall represent the preferences of, for example, a family, a block of flats, etc. The large environment shall represent a huge community, e.g., an online recommender, an online shop, etc. The usage of the two different sizes of the dataset shall show that the proposed system is not limited by the size of the community.

The objectives of this thesis are:

- Prediction accuracy improvement
- Research and development of a new recommendation system
- Evaluation by the usage of small and large datasets
1.2.1 Prediction accuracy improvement

The first objective of this thesis is the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy. The system shall be able to predict entries within the user-item matrix as exactly as possible. Since the predictions are calculated by the usage of the collaborative-filtering algorithms which deliver the similarity between users or items, this thesis presents state-of-the art and newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms which calculate these similarities. Therefore the presented thesis focuses on the improvement of the similarity calculation to improve the predictions’ accuracy.

1.2.2 Research and development of a new recommendation system

The quality of the calculated predictions which consider the similarities of the collaborative-filtering algorithms can be exploited by the usage of error rates. However, the main task of this thesis is the researching and development of a new recommendation system which is able to reduce the error rates, such as the MAE, MSE, and RMSE. The new recommendation system shall be able to reduce the error rates compared to existing recommendation systems which use collaborative-filtering techniques.
1.2.3 Evaluation by the usage of small and large datasets

The proposed system shall be able to consider small and large datasets. A small dataset represents e.g., a family, a block of flats, etc. The large dataset represents the preferences of e.g., an online recommender, an online shop, etc. The evaluation of the presented thesis considers a small dataset which is the result of an undertaken survey and a large dataset from MovieLens. The proposed system shall be able to consider both datasets and the evaluation shall prove that the system is not limited to the size of the dataset.
1.3 Contribution

The contribution tackles the objectives of this thesis which includes the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy, the research and development of a new recommendation system, and the evaluation of this new system. Basically this thesis will present a dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system which finds the most accurate algorithm dynamically. The single parts of the contribution are described below.

This system uses SotA filtering algorithms. These SotA collaborative-filtering algorithms are described in Section 2.2.2.1 in more detail. In addition the dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system also includes newly developed algorithms, which overcome researched weaknesses of the mentioned SotA existing algorithms. Section 4.3.1 presents these newly developed algorithms. The evaluation of this thesis proves that the newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms which overcome researched weaknesses are able to deliver more accurate similarities. Since the prediction calculation uses these similarities, the predictions’ accuracy is improved.

The main contribution of this thesis is the dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm, which is described in Section 4.3. The system takes a selection of multiple algorithms into account and selects the most accurate one for the currently active user or item. This proposed algorithm is identified by using the following approach. At the beginning, the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system selects the active user or item. This active user or item is used to find the k-nearest neighbours. The k-nearest neighbours includes the users or items which
are quite similar to the active user or item. This neighbourhood is used to
create a user-item matrix which contains the ratings from users on items.
The user-item matrix is used to calculate predictions of the entries within the
matrix. These predictions are used to exploit error rates, such as the MAE
the MSE and the RMSE. The entire procedure is accomplished by taking
each collaborative-filtering algorithm into account which is included into the
proposed system. The output of the dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-
filtering system is the most accurate filtering algorithm, which is strongly
connected to the active user or item and its neighbourhood.

However, the evaluation of this thesis proves that the proposed system
is able to reduce the error rates significantly compared to existing recommend-
ation systems from other researchers. The evaluation considers a small
dataset. This small dataset has been built by the usage of the results from a
survey which has been accomplished at the THM. Besides the small dataset,
the experiments also consider a large dataset from MovieLens. The results
prove that the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering sys-
tem is not limited to small datasets. It can also be used for larger datasets.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the reader to existing recommender systems. It is split into two main parts. The first part describes the user profiling. The second part describes the collaborative filtering approach. In addition, hybrid systems, which includes content-based and collaborative filtering techniques, are presented too. Since the main task of this thesis focuses on collaborative filtering algorithms, the content-based filtering techniques and the hybrid systems are described briefly. Chapter 3 presents the used methodology for the achieving of the results in this thesis. Chapter 4 introduces the reader to the developed and researched recommendation system. This section is divided into three main parts. The first part tackles the creation of the user profiles, which is described in Section 4.1. The second part, which is presented in Section 4.2, describes the content-based algorithms and the third part introduces the reader to the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system, which is presented in Section 4.3. The evaluation of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering algorithm is presented in Chapter 5. The evaluation considers the dataset from the survey and the dataset from MovieLens. Chapter 6 briefly introduces the reader into the developed Personal Program Guide (PPG), which is responsible for the visualization of the recommendations and the setting of the preferences. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and presents possible future work.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

With the introducing of the Internet in the 1990s users were able to get an immense variation of information. The result of the immense number of information is that users are overloaded with information [3]. During this time recommendation systems became important. Recommendation systems are used to filter the available information and present recommendations which fit to users’ preferences. These kind of systems are used in several fields. They are used by online shops, by large-scale image libraries, or by movie databases.

An example for a large-scale image library is Flickr which is a web page that shares images. Due to the immense number of images a searching for images with a special topic like landscape could be difficult. The paper from Jianping Fan et al. [4] tackles this problem. The system from the authors automatically generates a topic network which summarizes the large-scale collections of the images from Flickr at a semantic level. Additionally the system uses a hyperbolic visualization which enables an interactive naviga-
tion and exploration of the topic network e.g., users are able to select a image topic. The queries are used to search images within the topic network and to recommend most representive images for the given image topic.

Online shops also offers a lot of products. Amazon is an example for a huge online shop. They offer books, CDs, DVDs, clothes, TVs, and many more. In order to support users to find goods that could be interesting to them, Amazon generates recommendations. The industry paper from Greg Linden et al. [42] presents the technique which is used to generate the recommendations on the Amazon web page. Amazon uses collaborative-filtering techniques for the creation of the recommendations. The recommendations are strongly connected to the interest of an individual user. Amazon matches each item of a user to similar items and combines those items into a recommendation list. The finding of similar items is realized by the usage of the Cosine Similarity which is described below.

However, this thesis tackles the creation of recommendations by the usage of video content, such as DVB content and movies from MovieLens. The following sections present the related work which tackles the topics of this thesis. They are split into three main parts.

- User profiling
- Filtering
  - Content-based filtering
  - Collaborative filtering
  - Hybrid recommendation systems
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- Presentation of recommendations

The main part of this thesis is the research and the evaluation of a newly developed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. However, since the proposed system needs user profiles for the creation of recommendations, this chapter will also briefly introduce the reader to this topic. In addition, the presented recommendations are based on the content-based filtering and the collaborative-filtering approaches. Therefore, this chapter also briefly presents related work in this field. Finally, the recommendations are presented within an interface. This chapter introduces some existing interfaces which are able to present recommendations.

2.1 User Profiling

User profiles contain data from a user. A user profile can contain various data about a user, e.g. name of the user, set preferences, education, demographic information, and so forth. These profiles can be used to generate individual recommendations which are based on these profiles. The creation of the user profiles can be created in an implicit or explicit manner \[43, 44\]. The presented thesis takes these approaches into account. The following publications present related works in this field.

The recommendation system from De Pessemier et al. \[45\] uses metadata for the recommendation creation. The metadata can contain a genre, a director, a keyword, a title, an actor, a coworker, the spoken language, or the caption language. The authors make use of so-called metadata terms $t_i$. Examples of these terms are “soccer”, “Antonio Banderas”, “violence”,
etc. Each of these terms belongs to a field \( f_i \in \{ \text{Genre, Actor, Director, Coworker, Keyword, Spoken Language, Title, Caption} \} \). The system associates each of these terms with a user appreciation that is defined as \( u_i \). This user appreciation is in the range \([-1,1]\). The user profiles are saved in the database in a form of 3-tuples defined as \((t_i, f_i, u_i)\). The system ranks the importance of the used metadata. For example, a genre is more significant than a keyword. In order to take this importance into account, the authors assign an importance factor \( W_i \) for each field \( f_i \). The system updates the 3-tuples in an explicit and implicit manner. The implicitly created user profile is created by logging the viewing behaviour. The system logs the time the user spends watching a video. The explicit user profile is updated by setting ratings. In addition, the user appreciation is updated by using Equation 2.1 if a 3-tuples is already in the user profile. Otherwise Equation 2.2 is used to create the user appreciation.

\[
\dot{u} = (1 - \alpha) \cdot u + \alpha \cdot \beta
\]  

(2.1)

Where \( \dot{u} \) represents the new user appreciation of \( t_i \), \( u \) stands for the old user appreciation of the term and \( \alpha \) is a parameter which specifies the learning rate and is in a range between 0 and 1. \( \beta \) is in a range \([-1,1]\) and
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represents the score from the implicit and explicit rating mechanism.

\[ \hat{u} = \beta \] (2.2)

The system from De Pessemier et al. extracts the information from the TV-Anytime metadata [46]. After this step the system checks which terms \( t_i \) are available in the user profile and the system calculates a recommendation score that is defined by Equation 2.3 [45].

\[ S = \frac{\sum_i u_i \cdot W(f_i)}{\sum_i W(f_i)} \] (2.3)

Figure 2.1 illustrates the procedure of the recommendation score calculation in more detail.

In contrast to the paper from De Pessemier et al., this thesis only uses specified metadata, which is sent within the DVB Transport Stream, for the creation of the user profiles. The usage of the metadata which is sent within the DVB Transport Stream guarantees that only specified genres are used for the creation of the user profiles. This behaviour helps to create the recommendations by considering the collaborative-filtering techniques because each user profile is built by taking the same pool of genres into account.
Figure 2.1: Procedure of the recommendation score calculation defined by De Pessemier et al. [45]

The system from Hopfgartner et al. [47] takes the inverse exponential weighting from Campbell et al. [48] into account which is presented by Equation 2.4.

\[
ad_j = \frac{1 - C^{-j+1}}{\sum_{k=2}^{max} 1 - C^{-k+1}}
\]  

(2.4)

Hopfgartner et al. uses this approach within their system. They define \( C \) as a category, \( j \) defines the iterations and \( k \) is the number of the clusters. With this approach events, like a movie, a documentation, or a soap, that
are added recently get a higher weighting. The created recommendations are based on current interests. Therefore the recommendations represent the current preferences of the users. This behaviour could create a problem. For example, a user likes to watch soccer, which is broadcast every Saturday. After six months the soccer season takes a break for three months. After three months, the proposed system from Hopfgartner et al. will rate soccer quite low, because the user has not watched it for several month. In contrast to this paper, the presented approach of the thesis will decrease the implicitly logged Recommendation Index (RI), but the explicit settings will also be used for the creation of the recommendations.

Zhang and Zheng [49] propose a system which is based on TV-Anytime metadata. TV-Anytime metadata can contain information like title, genre, synopsis, actors, directors, etc. This kind of searching uses the content-based approach. The system is able to search events by using the metadata that are saved in the TV-Anytime format. The authors also introduces two calculations, the \textit{Average Content Affinity} (ACA) and the \textit{Category Affinity Ratio} (CAR). The ACA determines the average affinity for a special category. The CAR represents the affinity of a user on a particular instance that is related to other instances of the currently used category. Both calculations, the ACA and the CAR, are based on the usage history. Therefore the user profiles are implicitly created.
2.2 Filtering

A recommendation system needs some kind of filtering techniques for the creation of recommendations. Basically three kinds of filtering approaches exist - the content-based filtering, collaborative filtering and hybrid approaches [50]. These three different approaches are described in the following sections. Since the main topic of this thesis tackles the collaborative-filtering approach, the content-based and the hybrid approach will be described only briefly.

2.2.1 Content-Based Filtering

Recommendation systems, which are based on content-based filtering techniques, use the metadata from the content for the creation of recommendations [51,52]. For example, users can set their preferences in an explicit manner. They can set that they prefer a specific movie, like “It” from Stephen King. The recommendation system can use this information for the creation of the recommendations. The system can search for this title or for this director and recommend movies from Stephen King.

2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering

In contrast to content-based filtering, collaborative-filtering techniques use the data from a community for the creation of recommendations [52–55]. The system searches similar users or items [56–60], e.g. movies, and creates the recommendations based on these similarities.

The collaborative filtering can be divided into two different approaches,
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the model-based and the memory-based approach [61].

The model-based approach considers just parts of the information. This approach develops a model of user ratings. The model building is realized by machine learning algorithms, such as the Bayesian network, the clustering approach, or other rule-based approaches [7]. The Bayesian network formulates a model for probabilistic collaborative filtering [62]. Clustering models clusters data into similar items/users [62, 64].

The memory-based approach uses the entire information from the user-item matrix, which contains the ratings from all users on selected items, e.g. movies. Systems, which use this approach typically try to find similar users or items - the so-called neighbourhood [7, 61, 65]. This technique is widely used and more popular [10].

Besides these techniques most recommendation systems from other researchers distinguish two classes of collaborative-filtering algorithms, the user-based and the item-based [66]. The following sections will describe SotA algorithms which can be used to calculate similarities.
2.2.2.1 Collaborative-Filtering Algorithms

This section presents existing collaborative-filtering algorithms, such as the Pearson-r Correlation, the Spearman Rank Correlation, the Cosine Similarity, and the Adjusted Cosine Similarity. Besides the presentation of these algorithms, this section presents weaknesses of them.

Additionally this section presents the Weighted Sum approach which is used to calculate the predictions. The k-nearest neighbour approach and the calculation of error rates is described as well.

2.2.2.1.1 Pearson-r Correlation

The Pearson-r Correlation calculates the linear correlation between two objects \[7, 9, 11, 31, 36, 67\]. It takes only the co-rated items into account. The co-rated items are the items that were rated by two users. Table 2.1 illustrates some item ratings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>User 1</th>
<th>User 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Ratings from two users on twelve items where some of the items are not rated by both users
Since Item 2, Item 6, and Item 11 are not rated by two users, the Pearson-$r$ Correlation will not take these items into account. The results of the Pearson-$r$ Correlation can be in the range $[-1;+1]$. -1 represents full negative linear correlation, +1 full positive linear correlation, and 0 no linear correlation between the considered objects. Figure 2.2 illustrates the linear correlation between User 1 and User 2 and Figure 2.3 shows possibilities of other linear correlations graphically.
Figure 2.3: Graphical overview of the linear correlations which can be achieved by the usage of the Pearson-r Correlation 68
Equation 2.5 defines the \textit{Pearson-r Correlation} if the linear correlation between two items shall be calculated. Equation 2.6 defines the \textit{Pearson-r Correlation}, if the user-based approach shall be used.

\begin{equation}
PC_{\text{sim}}(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)(R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)^2}} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)^2}
\end{equation}

\[2.5\]

\(PC_{\text{sim}}(i, j)\) is the linear correlation between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{u,i}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{u,j}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(j\). \(\bar{R}_i\) is the average of the ratings from item \(i\) and \(\bar{R}_j\) is the average of the ratings from item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\).

\begin{equation}
PC_{\text{sim}}(u, v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)(R_{v,i} - \bar{R}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)^2}} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{v,i} - \bar{R}_v)^2}
\end{equation}

\[2.6\]

\(PC_{\text{sim}}(u, v)\) is the linear correlation between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_{u,i}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{v,i}\) is the rating from user \(v\) of item \(i\). \(\bar{R}_u\) is the average of the ratings from user \(u\) and \(\bar{R}_v\) is the average of the ratings from user \(v\). \(i \in I\) is the summation of the items that are rated by the users \(u\) and \(v\).
Weakness

The main problem of the *Pearson-r Correlation* is the calculation of the linear correlation. For example, if one user rates five items with the values $u_1 = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ and a second user rates the five items with the values $u_2 = \{10, 11, 12, 13, 14\}$, the linear correlation between these two users is 1, although the ratings are quite different. The equations in the Section 4.3.1.1 overcome this weakness.
2.2.2.1.2 Spearman Rank Correlation

The Spearman Rank Correlation is based on the Pearson-\(r\) Correlation \cite{7,32,69}. In contrast to the Pearson-\(r\) Correlation, the Spearman Rank Correlation converts the entries within the user-item matrix into ranks. The entire procedure of the rank building is shown by Table 2.2. This procedure considers the following ratings from a user user={5,4,3,5,0,2,1,3,2,2,1,1}.

In this example the first value from the ratings gets the highest index. At the beginning the procedure sorts the indexes by values in a decreasing order. This sorting is shown by the columns with the “Sort by value” header. After this step the system ranks the values as shown by the columns with the “Get rank” header. The last step of the procedure sorts the values and ranks by indexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Sort by value</th>
<th>Get rank</th>
<th>Sort by index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Index</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The procedure of the rank building by the usage of the Spearman Rank approach

Table 2.3 shows the ratings from two users and the ranks that are built by using the Spearman Rank Correlation. These ranks are used to calculate the similarities between two objects (e.g. users or items) by the usage of the Pearson-\(r\) Correlation. The results are in the range \([-1;+1]\), where +1 is a positive, -1 a negative relationship, and 0 no relationship between two
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Equation 2.7 defines the Spearman Rank Correlation if the item-based approach is used and Equation 2.8 is used if the user-based approach is used.

\[
SRC_{\text{sim}}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)(R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)^2}}
\]

\(2.7\)

\(SRC_{\text{sim}}(i,j)\) is the rank correlation between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{g_{u,i}}\) is the rank-rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{g_{u,j}}\) is the rank-rating from user \(u\) of item \(j\). \(\overline{R}_i\) is the average of the rank-ratings from item \(i\) and \(\overline{R}_j\) is the average of the rank-ratings from item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>User 1 Ranks</th>
<th>User 2 Ranks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: The ratings from two users on twelve items and the ranks which are created by the usage of the Spearman Rank Correlation.
who rated both items $i$ and $j$.

$$SRC_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_u)(Rg_{v,i} - \overline{Rg}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{v,i} - \overline{Rg}_v)^2}}$$

(2.8)

$SRC_{sim}(u,v)$ is the rank correlation between user $u$ and user $v$. $Rg_{u,i}$ is the rank-rating from user $u$ of item $i$. $Rg_{v,i}$ is the rank-rating from user $v$ of item $i$. $\overline{Rg}_u$ is the average of the rank-ratings from user $u$ and $\overline{Rg}_v$ is the average of the rank-ratings from user $v$. $i \in I$ is the summation of the items that are rated by the users $u$ and $v$.

In contrast to the Pearson-r Correlation, the Spearman Rank Correlation does not calculate the linear correlation between two objects, like users or items. It assesses whether the relationship can be described as a monotonic function, which is shown in Figure 2.4.

The figure shows a perfect monotonic function, since each of the variables is a perfect monotonic function of each other. In this case, the Spearman Rank Correlation is $+1$ or $-1$. The Pearson-r Correlation would not be $+1$ or $-1$, because it is not a perfect linear correlation.

Weakness

The Spearman Rank Correlation is based on the Pearson-r Correlation, which calculates the linear correlation between two objects as described in Section 2.2.2.1.1. The weakness of the Pearson-r Correlation is described in Section
Figure 2.4: Spearman Rank Correlation - monotonic function between the ranked ratings two users

2.2.2.1.1 The equations in Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.1.3 analyse this problem and try to overcome it.
2.2.2.1.3 Cosine Similarity

The cosine angle between two vectors can be computed by the usage of the Cosine Similarity \[ 10, 31, 36, 38 \]. Figure 2.5 presents two vectors in a two-dimensional room. \( \alpha \) is the cosine angle between these two vectors. The results of the Cosine Similarity are in the range \([0;1]\), where 1 represents full similarity, and 0 no similarity between the angle of the two vectors. The calculation which takes the item-based approach into account is defined by Equation 2.9. Equation 2.10 is used if the user-based approach is considered.

\[
CS_{\text{sim}}(i,j) = \frac{\vec{i} \cdot \vec{j}}{\|\vec{i}\| \cdot \|\vec{j}\|} \tag{2.9}
\]

\( CS_{\text{sim}}(i,j) \) is the similarity between the two vectors \( i \) and \( j \). \( \vec{i} \) represents the vector of \( i \) and \( \vec{j} \) is the vector of \( j \). \( \vec{i} \cdot \vec{j} \) is the dot product from vector \( i \) and vector \( j \). \( \|\vec{i}\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( i \) and \( \|\vec{j}\| \) is the magnitude of.
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vector $\vec{j}$.

$$CS_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\vec{u} \cdot \vec{v}}{||\vec{u}|| \cdot ||\vec{v}||}$$ (2.10)

$CS_{sim}(u, v)$ is the similarity between the two vectors $u$ and $v$. $\vec{u}$ represents the vector of $u$ and $\vec{v}$ is the vector of $v$. $\vec{u} \cdot \vec{v}$ is the dot product from vector $u$ and vector $v$. $||\vec{u}||$ is the magnitude of vector $u$ and $||\vec{v}||$ is the magnitude of the vector $\vec{v}$.

Weakness

The Cosine Similarity computes the cosine angle between two vectors, but it does not consider the length of the vectors. For example, User 1 ranks five items $u1 = \{1, 1, 1, 1, 1\}$ and User 2 ranks five items $u2 = \{5, 5, 5, 5, 5\}$. The cosine similarity between these two users will be 1, although they ranked the items quite differently. The equations presented in Sections 4.3.1.7, 4.3.1.8, 4.3.1.9, 4.3.1.10, 4.3.1.11, and 4.3.1.12 tackle this problem and try to overcome it.
2.2.2.1.4 Adjusted Cosine Similarity

In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, the Adjusted Cosine Similarity considers the average of the ratings from users/items [10][12]. The results of the Adjusted Cosine Similarity are in the range \([-1;+1]\]. -1 represents a full negative similarity, 0 no similarity, and 1 full positive similarity. Equation 2.11 is used if the item-based approach is used. Equation 2.12 performs the calculation if similarities between users shall be calculated.

\[
AJCS_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \overline{R}_u)(R_{u,j} - \overline{R}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \overline{R}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \overline{R}_u)^2}} 
\]  
(2.11)

\[
AJCS_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{u,i} - \overline{R}_i)(R_{v,i} - \overline{R}_i)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{u,i} - \overline{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{v,i} - \overline{R}_i)^2}} 
\]  
(2.12)

\(AJCS_{sim}(i, j)\) is the correlation between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{u,i}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{u,j}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(j\). \(\overline{R}_u\) is the average of the ratings from user \(u\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\).

\(AJCS_{sim}(u, v)\) is the correlation between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_{u,i}\) is the rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{v,i}\) is the rating from user \(v\) of item \(i\). \(\overline{R}_i\) is
the average of the ratings from item \( i \). \( i \in I \) is the summation of the items that are rated by the users \( u \) and \( v \).
2.2.2.2 Existing Systems and Approaches

This section briefly presents the related studies of existing systems and approaches, which use collaborative-filtering algorithms.

Herlocker et al. [7] apply an analysis framework that divides the neighbourhood-based prediction approach into three components. The three components are a similarity computation, a neighbour selection, and a rating combination. A neighbour selection, also known as the k-nearest neighbour approach, is described below. This approach is used from several researchers.

Table 2.4 presents possible similarity results, which are achieved by computation the similarities between the active user/item and all other users/items from a given user-item matrix. The table contains the number/position of the user within the user-item matrix and the similarity result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User/Item Number</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: The similarity values between an active user or item and other users/items

Within the next step, a system can order the achieved similarities in de-
creasing order. Table 2.5 presents the five-nearest neighbours. The authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User/Item Number</th>
<th>Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: The similarity values between an active user or item and other users/items which are ranked in decreasing order

use data from the movie recommendation site MovieLens. The calculations of similarities are realized by the *Pearson-r Correlation*, *Spearman Rank Correlation*, and the *Mean Squared Difference*. The evaluation of the system uses the MAE which is defined by Equation (2.13).

\[
MAE = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}|p_i - q_i|}{N} \quad (2.13)
\]

\(p_i\) is the prediction and \(q_i\) is the true value. Their experiments show that the performance of the *Pearson-r Correlation* and the *Spearman Rank Correlation* are better than those of the *Mean Squared Difference*. The *Pearson-r Correlation* and the *Spearman Rank Correlation* have almost the same results (MAE of \(\approx 0.74\)), but the authors recommend the *Pearson-r Correlation* for performing the calculations. The authors do not consider the user-based approach. In addition, the authors do not present the results of the tests by using the *Cosine Similarity*. The thesis presents the results, which have been achieved by using the other collaborative-filtering techniques as well.

Sawar *et al.* [10] consider the *Pearson-r Correlation*, the *Cosine Simi-
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larity, and the Adjusted Cosine Similarity for the calculation of similarities. The authors use the item-based approach for their calculations. The evaluation is realized by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens [70]. This dataset is used to create reduced user-item matrices randomly. The accuracy of the predictions is exploited by the usage of the MAE [10, 11, 13]. The authors use the Weighted Sum [9–11] approach for the prediction calculation. This approach is defined by Equation 2.14.

\[ P_{a,i} = \bar{r}_a + \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (r_{u,i} - \bar{r}_u) \cdot \text{sim}_{a,u}}{\sum_{u \in U} |\text{sim}_{a,u}|} \] (2.14)

\( P_{a,i} \) is the prediction of the active user \( a \) for item \( i \) (e.g. a genre or a movie). \( \bar{r}_a \) represents the average of the ratings of the active user \( a \). \( r_{u,i} \) is the rating of user \( u \) for item \( i \). \( \bar{r}_u \) represents the average of the ratings from user \( u \) without the rating of item \( i \). \( \text{sim}_{a,u} \) represents the similarity between the active user \( a \) and user \( u \). This approach can also be used for the item-based approach. It is equivalent. The evaluation of this paper shows that the Adjusted Cosine Similarity produces the lowest MAE. It delivers a MAE of \( \approx 0.72 \). In contrast to this paper, the presented thesis also considers the user-based approach. In addition, the thesis also presents newly developed algorithms that are able to produce a lower error rate than the system from these authors.

The paper from Papegelis and Plexousakis [11] uses the Pearson-r Correlation by considering the user-based and the item-based approach. The authors take user profiles into account that are created by explicit settings and implicitly logged viewing behaviour. The paper compares the algorithms
by using different levels of sparsity and different thresholds. The evaluation of this paper shows that the predictions that have been achieved by taking the item-based approach into account, which have been derived by explicitly set preferences, deliver the best performance. The system of Papegelis and Plexousakis delivers a $\text{MAE}$ of $\approx 0.84$. However, this paper does not compare the results with other widely used algorithms. It only considers the $\text{Pearson-r Correlation}$. The presented thesis considers a selection of multiple algorithms, evaluates and compares them. In addition the proposed system delivers an error rate, which is below the system from the mentioned authors.

Krishnan et al. \cite{15} compare results from an online study of humans with the online recommender system from MovieLens. Basically the paper presents a comparison between a “personal” recommender system and a “impersonal” recommender system. The authors evaluate their results by the calculation of the $\text{MAE}$. The system produces a $\text{MAE}$ of $\approx 0.87$. In addition, the results of their evaluation shows that MovieLens scores the overall $\text{MAE}$ better than the personal preferences. In some cases the “personal” system produces better results. The authors use the $\text{Cosine Similarity}$ for the calculation of the similarities by taking the item-based approach into account. However, in contrast to this paper, the presented thesis uses several collaborative-filtering algorithms. In addition, the thesis also presents the results that are achieved by the calculation of the $\text{MSE}$ and the $\text{RMSE}$. The $\text{MSE}$ is defined by Equation \ref{equation:2.15} and the $\text{RMSE}$ is defined by Equation \ref{equation:2.16}.
\[ \text{MSE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (p_i - q_i)^2 \] (2.15)

\( p_i \) is the prediction and \( q_i \) is the true value.

The \( \text{RMSE} \) includes the \( \text{MSE} \) for its calculation. It is the square root of the \( \text{MSE} \)

\[ \text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (p_i - q_i)^2} \] (2.16)

\( p_i \) is the prediction and \( q_i \) is the true value.

The paper from Martín-Vincente et al. [34] uses a semantic approach, which builds implicit trust networks that can be applied in collaborative recommendation systems. It obtains trust relations from a record of results by considering previous recommendations and by exploiting the interaction with the system. The authors use a TV ontology that is presented in a paper from Blanco-Fernandez et al. [71]. The proposed system from the authors uses the information to build relations between the users. Unfortunately the authors do not compare their results with other existing systems.

The paper from Zhang et al. [72] presents a regression procedure that uses the matrix factorization. The usefulness of their system is proved by using the datasets from MovieLens and Yahoo. The system from the authors is able to reduce the \( \text{RMSE} \) to 0.8777 by considering the dataset from MovieLens. In contrast to this paper, the presented thesis focuses on the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy by using the similarity calculation between users or
items. The thesis does not use the matrix factorization. However, the proposed system of this thesis is able to produce a RMSE which is significantly below the error rate of the system from these authors.

The recommendation system from Liang-hao and Lin-hao [40] is based on users. The system uses the Cosine Similarity and the Pearson-r Correlation for the similarity calculation. The similarities are used to calculate predictions by using the Weighted Sum approach. The authors also use the k-nearest neighbour approach, which finds the neighbourhood that contains similar users. The exploiting of the system is realized by the usage of the MAE. The authors evaluate their system with a dataset from MovieLens. The system of the authors produces a MAE of $\approx 0.80$. However, in contrast to this paper, the proposed system of this thesis uses a dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm. Besides this fact the thesis also presents results by using the item-based approach. In addition the evaluation of the thesis proves that the error rate of the proposed system is significantly lower than the error rate from the system of Liang-hao and Lin-hao.

The system from Cao et al. [14] uses a novel matrix factorization system. This system includes an efficient learning algorithm and prediction strategies. The authors use datasets from MovieLens, Netflix, and EachMovie to evaluate their system. The evaluation is based on the calculation of the MAE. The system delivers a MAE of $\approx 0.75$. However, the proposed system of this thesis is able to deliver a lower MAE compared to the system from Cao et al.

In terms of collaborative-filtering systems the Netflix competition was a
big event. Netflix initiated a competition in 2006. The aim of this competition was the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy of collaborative filtering systems. The challengers were asked to decrease the RMSE of the calculated predictions. The competition ended in 2009. Netflix offers a process prize of 50,000 USD every year. The grand prize in 2009 was 1,000,000 USD. The winner of this competition was able to reduce the RMSE to 0.8567. The following publications consider the dataset from Netflix and present their approaches.

The system from Bell and Koren [18] enhances the neighbour-based approach. It removes so-called “global effects”. This approach helps the authors to make the ratings more comparable. The result of this approach is the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy. The authors also present a simultaneous derivation of interpolation weights. The k-nearest neighbours are identified by using the \textit{Pearson-r Correlation}, which calculates similarities between objects. The system from the authors is able to reduce the RMSE to 0.8982.

The system from Töschet et al. [73] combines the regularized matrix factorization with the k-nearest neighbour approach. The similarities between the used data from Netflix is calculated by a variation of the \textit{Pearson-r Correlation}. The proposed system from the authors is able to produce a RMSE of 0.9042.

Wen [17] uses the \textit{Adjusted Cosine Similarity} for the similarity calculation by considering the dataset from MovieLens. The similarities are used to find the k-nearest neighbours. Besides the \textit{Adjusted Cosine Similarity}, the system also takes an \textit{Item-Based EM} and the \textit{Sparse Singular Value Decomposition}.
into account. In addition, the system from Wen performs some so-called postprocessing tricks, which are able to decrease the RMSE as well. The system is able to reduce the RMSE to 0.8930 by using a blending of Item-Based EM and the Sparse SVD. The author only considers the item-based approach. In contrast to this paper, the presented evaluation also considers the results by using the user-based approach.

The paper from Töschert al. [16] presents the results of the system that won the grand prize of the Netflix competition. The paper compares different approaches, which have been researched by the authors. The authors presents the results by using the k-nearest neighbour approach in combination with collaborative-filtering algorithms, such as the Pearson-r Correlation, the Spearman Rank Correlation, the Set Correlation, the MSE Correlation, and the Ratio Correlation. In addition to these techniques, the authors also researched other kinds of techniques, like several kinds of SVD and matrix factorizations. The lowest RMSE was achieved by using the matrix factorization. The authors were able to reduce the RMSE to 0.8567.

The main difference of other research works and the proposed system in this thesis is the dynamic choice of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm. The system is able to select the most accurate filtering algorithm, which is strongly connected to the active user/item and its neighbourhood. To the best of my knowledge, the proposed approach has never been realized before.

Table 2.6 presents some error rates from the related work. The results of the presented evaluation prove that the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system of this thesis is able to deliver an error rate
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sawar et al. [10]</td>
<td>Adjusted Cosine and neighbour selection</td>
<td>≤ 0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papegelis and Plexousakis [1]</td>
<td>Pearson-r</td>
<td>≈ 0.84</td>
<td></td>
<td>own dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herlocker et al. [7]</td>
<td>Pearson-r and neighbour selection</td>
<td>≤ 0.74</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishnan et al. [15]</td>
<td>Cosine</td>
<td>≤ 0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liang-hao and Lin-hao [40]</td>
<td>Cosine and Pearson-r and neighbour selection</td>
<td>≤ 0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al. [12]</td>
<td>Matrix Factorization</td>
<td>≤ 0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [13]</td>
<td>Matrix Factorization</td>
<td>≈ 0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>MovieLens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Töscher et al. [16]</td>
<td>Matrix Factorization</td>
<td>≈ 0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td>Netflix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wen [17]</td>
<td>Item-Based EM and Sparse SVD</td>
<td>≈ 0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>Netflix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell and Koren [18]</td>
<td>Pearson-r and neighbour selection</td>
<td>≈ 0.89</td>
<td></td>
<td>Netflix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6: Error rates of existing systems and the dataset used for the evaluation

which is significantly below these error rates.

In order to compare the results from the proposed system that is presented in this thesis, the evaluation takes dataset from MovieLens and the MAE into account. Besides the dataset from MovieLens and the calculation by the usage of the MAE, the evaluation also considers a dataset from a survey and the MSE and the RMSE.
2.2.3 Hybrid Recommendation Systems

Hybrid recommendation systems combine more than one technique \cite{74}. They can consider the content-based, the collaborative-filtering approach, and other techniques \cite{75}. This is quite useful, because each approach has some weaknesses, which can be minimized by combining these different approaches. The following paragraphs will present the work which uses hybrid recommendation systems.

Martínez et al. \cite{39} propose a hybrid recommendation system that considers content-based and collaborative filtering algorithms. The authors use the SVD that is able to reduce the dimensions of a user-item matrix, which contains the ratings from users on items. The considered user profiles are extracted from a social network. The creation of the user profiles is realized by using the explicit settings. Users are asked to set their preferences explicitly. Besides the explicit creation of the user profiles, the system also logs the behaviour in an implicit manner. The calculation of the similarities is performed by the usage of the Cosine Similarity. However, the proposed system of this thesis uses a selection of multiple SotA and newly developed algorithms.

The system from George Lekakos and Petros Caravelas \cite{76} uses a hybrid approach for the creation of movie recommendations. The authors use the Pearson-r Correlation for the similarity calculation. After the similarity calculation, the system uses these similarities between the active user and the other users to find the k-nearest neighbours. The prediction calculation uses these neighbours. The content-based predictor is calculated by using
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the Cosine Similarity. The system is able to consider metadata, like cast, directors, writers, producers, and the genre and the plot words. Each movie is represented as a vector and the Cosine Similarity computes similarities between these vectors. The used algorithm is an extension of the top-N item-based algorithm, which is presented in [77].

The AdVAnced Telematic search of Audiovisual contents by semantic Reasoning (AVATAR) system from Blanco et al. [78] considers collaborative-filtering algorithms and content-based filtering methods. In addition, the proposed system uses its own ontology, as shown in Figure 2.6, to build a TV hierarchy. These kinds of ontologies can be used to structure information [79]. The TV ontology from the AVATAR system is described by the means of Web Ontology Language (OWL) [80].

![AVATAR - Ontology](image)

Figure 2.6: AVATAR - Ontology [78]

Figure 2.6 illustrates that the TV content hierarchy contains so-called “superclasses” and “classes”. The lowest unit in this hierarchy is the “class”.
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In order to create recommendations, the AVATAR system calculates a Degree of Interest (DOI), which is defined by Equation 2.17 [78].

\[
DOI(C_m) = \frac{DOI(C_{m+1})}{1 + \#sib(C_{m+1})}
\]  

(2.17)

\(DOI(C_m)\) is the superclass of \(C_{m+1}\) and \(\#sib(C_{m+1})\) represents the number of siblings of the class \(C_{m+1}\).

The system calculates a matching. This matching takes the DOI and a semantic similarity into account. The matching is calculated by using Equation 2.18 [78]. Equation 2.19 defines the calculation of the semantic similarity [78].

\[
match(a, U) = \frac{1}{\#N_U} \sum_{i=1}^{\#N_U} SemSem(a, c_i) \cdot DOI(c_i)
\]

(2.18)

\(c_i\) is the i-th content, which is defined in the user profile \(P_U\). \(DOI(c_i)\) represents the level of interest of \(U\) regarding \(c_i\). \(\#N_u\) represents the total number of programs included in \(P_U\).

\(SemSem\) is the semantic similarity, which is described by Equation 2.19 [78]. It uses the hierarchical and the inferential similarity, which are combined
by means of a factor $\alpha \in [0,1]$.

$$SemSem(a, b) = \alpha \cdot SemSem_{Inf}(a, b) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot SemSem_{Hie}(a, b) \quad (2.19)$$

In addition to the proposed ontology, the AVATAR system also uses so-called semantic characteristics, like `hasActor`, `hasActress`, `hasTopic`, `hasTime`, `hasPlace`, etc. These characteristics permit the system to infer hidden knowledge in the used ontology. The proposed system calculates similarities by using the *Pearson-r correlation*.

In contrast to the AVATAR system, the presented thesis just uses specified metadata, which is sent within the DVB Transport Stream and specified by ETSI [20]. The usage of the metadata from DVB guarantees that each event is enriched with specified information, such as the genre, the title, and so forth. The specified information is used to create the user-item matrix which contains the ratings from users on specified genres. This procedure guarantees that the proposed system is always able to use the information within the user-item matrix for the creation of the recommendations.
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2.3 Presentation of Recommendations

The presentation of recommendations is realized by a lot of online shops, music portals, video portals, etc. The online Internet shop Amazon presents recommendations as well. If a customer selects an article, Amazon presents similar articles. “Customers who bought this also bought...”, as shown in Figure 2.7. In addition, the users are able to see ratings from the related articles, which are based on users’ feedback.

A music portal named LastFM logs the playlists of users. With these playlists LastFM recommends other music tracks and plays them. LastFM offers also the opportunity for finding neighbours who have a similar user profile. Users can browse the neighbours’ playlists and can play tracks from related artists.

YouTube applies recommendation techniques \[81\]. For example, YouTube offers the opportunity for searching related videos. This feature helps users to have access to related videos without browsing the immense number of available video clips, as shown in Figure 2.8.

The interface from Ardissono \textit{et al.} \[82\] is able to present recommendations for TV content. It visualizes metadata, like the start time, a category, a title of an event, and the channel. Besides these metadata, the interface also presents recommendations. The grade of the recommendations is presented by smilies, where five smilies represent definite interest and zero smilies no interest. Figure 2.9 shows a screenshot of this interface.
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Figure 2.7: Amazon recommendations which are created by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques
Figure 2.8: YouTube - Related video clips which are based on the selected video clip
Figure 2.9: Recommendation interface from Ardissono et al. [82]
2.4 Summary

This chapter presented the related work of recommendation systems. At the beginning it introduced the reader to the topic of user profiling. Secondly it presented the different filtering techniques. Since the main task of this thesis focuses on collaborative-filtering techniques, the content-based filtering was described briefly. It showed the results of existing recommendation systems and the used datasets for the evaluation of these existing systems. In addition this chapter tackled the hybrid recommendation systems which include more than one filtering technique. Finally, the chapter introduced the reader to different manners of the presentation of recommendations.
Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter tackles the methodology of the thesis. Firstly it presents an environment which represents a home scenario. This home environment was used for the implementation. Secondly it presents the datasets which are used to evaluate the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. Thirdly it presents the techniques for the creation of the user profiles. Additionally the chapter presents the used filtering techniques and describes the calculation of the predictions and the error rates. Besides these aspects, the used metadata is described as well. Finally the evaluation of the proposed system is described.
3.1 Home Environment

The proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system of this thesis is partially implemented in a so-called home environment. Figure 3.1 illustrates a possible scenario of a home environment.

![HomeVision - Media Convergent Service Environment](image)

Figure 3.1: HomeVision - Media Convergent Service Environment

The centre of this scenario is a router. The router is responsible for managing the user profiles that are created in an implicit and/or explicit manner. The set preferences are stored in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) that is saved on the router. The router also offers access to the Internet. Therefore the interface, which is presented in Chapter 6, can access data from YouTube. The updating of the user profiles can easily be realized by using Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP).
3.2 Datasets - User-Item Matrices

In order to evaluate the proposed system, the presented thesis considers two datasets.

One dataset is the result of a survey which was undertaken at the THM. Users were asked to set their preferences by rating genres. These genres are specified by an ETSI standard for Service Information [20]. Table 3.1 presents the results of this survey which are used to build the so-called user-item matrix. Ten users were asked to set their likings on specified DVB genres by setting a rating between 0 and 5. 0 represents no interest in the selected genre and 5 represents definite interest in the selected genre. In this user-item matrix a genre represents an item. The presented results from this survey use these specified main genres, which are shown as I1-I12 in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 illustrates which item belongs to which genre. This mentioned dataset represents a small group of users.

These preferences are saved as user profiles, which can be created in an implicit and an explicit manner.

In addition to the dataset from the survey, the presented thesis also considers a dataset from MovieLens, which includes ratings from 943 users on 1682 movies. This dataset is used because it is well-known [84] and the experiments shall compare the achieved results with the results from other researchers, such as [7,10,14,15,40]. The existing approaches from other researchers, who evaluated their system with the dataset from MovieLens are presented in Section 2.
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Table 3.1: User-item matrix which includes the ratings from ten users on 12 genres (items) that is created by taking the results from the survey into account

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U1</th>
<th>U2</th>
<th>U3</th>
<th>U4</th>
<th>U5</th>
<th>U6</th>
<th>U7</th>
<th>U8</th>
<th>U9</th>
<th>U10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 User Profiling

The creation of the recommendations can be based on user profiles. These user profiles contain data which describe the preferences of a user in more detail. User profiles can contain data like gender, age, education, preferences, and so forth. Since the proposed system deals with movie recommendations, the presented thesis focuses on the preferences, which are represented with a value. This value is in the range [0;5], where 0 represents no interest and 5 definite interest in a selected item. Most of the existing systems in the field of movie recommendation systems which are based on collaborative-filtering techniques use this approach.

However, the presented system logs the viewing behaviour of an individual user, the active user, and creates a RI which will be saved in an XML file. The implicit creation of user profiles is described in Section 4.1.2. The explicit user
Table 3.2: Assignment of the appreciations between the item number and the genres specified by ETSI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Genre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>Movie/Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>News/Current Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>Show/Game Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>Sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>Children’s/Youth programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>Music/Ballet/Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I7</td>
<td>Arts/Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I8</td>
<td>Social/Political issues/Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I9</td>
<td>Education/Science/Factual topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I10</td>
<td>Leisure hobbies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I11</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I12</td>
<td>Undefined Content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

profile is created by the usage of an developed interface, the PPG. Within this PPG users are able to set their preferences, which is briefly described in Section 4.1.1. The features of the PPG are presented in Chapter 6.
3.4 Filtering Techniques

In order to use the created user profiles for the recommendation creation, filtering techniques are used. The filtering techniques can be divided into two main approaches, the content-based filtering and the collaborative-filtering approach. These two different techniques will be described below. Since the main part of this thesis deals with the accuracy improvement by the usage of collaborative-filtering techniques, the content-based approach will be described only briefly.

3.4.1 Content-Based Filtering

Content-based filtering uses metadata, which describes the content in more detail \[85,86\]. For example, a video clip from YouTube has a title, a description, a duration, a category, and so forth. The content-based filtering approach uses this information for the filtering. For example, users are able to search for a video clip on YouTube by entering a title into a search bar. YouTube will search for this title within its database and present the search results to the user.

However, the presented PPG uses the content-based filtering approach for the creation of the recommendations. It parses the DVB Service Information and extract data, such as title of the events, genre, subgenre, duration, and so forth. Besides the extraction of the metadata from DVB, the presented PPG also extracts data from YouTube. An overview of the used metadata is presented in Section 3.5.
3.4.2 Collaborative Filtering

In contrast to the content-based filtering approach, the collaborative-filtering approach uses data from a community for the creation of the recommendations. As mentioned above, the experiments of this thesis use the results from a survey, which represents a small dataset and a dataset from MovieLens, which represents a large dataset.

However, the presented dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system uses several filtering algorithms, a method for the calculation of predictions and an error analysis. In addition the presented system is able to use the k-nearest neighbour approach. These mentioned elements are briefly described in the following sections.

3.4.2.1 Filtering Algorithms

The proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system uses filtering algorithms, which are responsible for calculating similarities between users or items. If the recommendation engine calculates similarities between users, the user-based approach is used [87, 88]. The calculation of the similarities between items is called item-based [87, 89]. Many publications which deal with collaborative-filtering systems use one of the following algorithms:

- Pearson-r Correlation
- Spearman Rank Correlation
- Cosine Similarity
- Adjusted Cosine Similarity
These algorithms are described in Section 2.2.2.1 in more detail. The algorithms, except the Cosine Similarity, deliver a value between -1 and 1, where 1 represents full similarity between two objects, 0 represents no similarity, and -1 represents full negative similarity between two objects. The Cosine Similarity delivers a value between 0 and 1, while 0 represents no similarity and 1 full similarity between two objects. Besides these well-known algorithms, newly developed algorithms are presented too. These novel algorithms, which overcome researched weaknesses of the mentioned existing algorithms, are presented in Section 4.3.1.

3.4.2.2 Prediction

In order to predict an item (an entry within the user-item matrix) a method is needed which is able to calculate predictions. Table 3.3 illustrates the ratings from a user on items. Within this table the user has not set her/his preferences for item numbers 4 and 8. These items shall be predicted. However, the presented thesis uses the Weighted Sum approach for the calculation of a prediction. This approach is described in Section 4.3.3 and Equation 2.14 defines the calculation of the predictions. Since the thesis focuses on the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy it does not tackle the well-known sparsity problem that refers to a situation that data are lacking [90].

3.4.2.3 Error Rates

The accuracy of the predictions is exploited by the MAE, the MSE, and the RMSE. These error rates compare the prediction of an entry with the original value. In this thesis the original value is represented by rating for
a item within the user-item matrix. The equations are described in Section 4.3.4 in more detail. Since the proposed system shall be compared with existing recommendation systems, such as [7,10,11,14–18,40], the presented thesis uses these error rates.

### 3.4.2.4 K-Nearest Neighbours

As mentioned above, collaborative-filtering systems use data from a community. The k-nearest neighbour approach finds the neighbours within a given threshold - it uses just users or items which are quite “similar” to the active user or item [7,65,66,91,92]. For example, if the community contains 1000 users, the system could use the ten nearest neighbours for further calculations. The evaluation of this thesis proves that the error rates decrease by the usage of the k-nearest neighbour approach. Due to this fact this thesis uses this approach, which is described in Section 4.3.2 in more detail.
3.5 Metadata

3.5.1 Digital Video Broadcast

DVB content is enriched with metadata. These metadata are called Service Information (SI) \[20, 93\]. The SI is sent within the DVB Transport Stream and is packed in tables. One table contains the metadata, which describes the content in more detail. This table is the Event Information Table (EIT) and contains metadata like:

- title of the events
- genre
- duration
- start time and end time
- start date
- ...

The proposed recommendation system includes a DVB SI parser, which is able to extract the mentioned metadata from the DVB Transport Stream. The Transport Stream is basically a coding for moving pictures and associated audio \[94\]. Within the EIT several descriptors can be read. The proposed system uses the extended event descriptor that is a table which is included into the EIT. This table, which is sent within the EIT, contains the above mentioned metadata.
3.5.2 YouTube

YouTube videos are enriched with metadata and can be parsed through an Application Programming Interface (API) from Google. This API is able to extract metadata such as a title, the duration, the description, the video format, and so forth. The presented thesis uses this API from Google and the given methods for the extraction of the metadata. The API is used within the developed PPG that is presented in Chapter 6. It can be downloaded by using the following Uniform Resource Locator (URL): http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/apis/youtube/getting_started.html#data_api
3.6 Evaluation

The evaluation of this thesis focuses on the accuracy of the predictions by the usage of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. The evaluation uses SotA approaches, such as the prediction calculation and the calculation of the error rates. Existing approaches use the \textit{MAE} or the \textit{RMSE} for the evaluation of their systems. The presented thesis exploits these error rates and compares the results from existing systems with the proposed system. In order to prove that the proposed system is able to consider small and huge datasets, the presented thesis uses the outcome of the above mentioned survey and the dataset from MovieLens. The evaluation also includes results which compare the traditional prediction calculation with the results that have been achieved by the usage of a prediction truncation. The advantage of the k-nearest neighbour approach is also proved with results. The need for the dynamic selection of the most accurate algorithm completes the evaluation and proves the usefulness of the proposed system.

The following sections describe the accomplished experiments:

- Prediction Truncation
- Without Neighbourhood
- With Neighbourhood
- Dynamic Selection
3.6.1 Prediction Truncation

The usefulness of prediction truncation is presented in Section 5.1. This section compares the error rates by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens. The results have been achieved by calculating the prediction of each entry within the user-item matrix from MovieLens. Each entry has been deleted, the prediction has been calculated by the usage of each algorithm, and the error rates have been calculated. With this technique, each single entry of the user-item matrix is considered.
3.6.2 Without Neighbourhood

In order to prove the usefulness of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system, the presented thesis accomplishes tests that do not consider this proposed approach nor the k-nearest neighbour approach. These tests consider the dataset from the survey and the dataset from MovieLens. The tests also take the user-based approach and the item-based approach into account.

3.6.2.1 Survey

The tests which consider the dataset from the survey take five different user-item matrices into account. The first user-item matrix uses all ten users. The second user-item matrix was built by using user 1 - user 5. The third test was performed by using user 6 - user 10. The fourth user-item matrix contains the ratings from user 1, user 3, user 5, user 7, and user 9. The last test uses user 2, user 4, user 6, user 8, and user 10. The results of these tests prove that the most accurate algorithm is strongly connected to the used dataset. In addition the results prove that a dynamic choice of the most accurate algorithm reduces the error rate.

The following example shall clarify the procedure of the prediction calculations.

Example

Table 3.1 contains the ratings from ten users, which rated twelve genres. The evaluation process deletes the first entry of this table and calculates the similarities by using each algorithm within the proposed dynamic multi-
algorithm collaborative-filtering system, which is presented in Section 4.3 in more detail. If the calculation of the similarities is finished, the prediction of the deleted entry can be calculated by using the Weighted Sum approach, which is defined by Equation 2.14. This calculated prediction is used to calculate an error rate, such as the MAE, the MSE, and the RMSE. This procedure will be realized with every entry from every user. The result is an error rate which is built by using every error rate from every entry and every user.

3.6.2.2 MovieLens

The results that have been achieved by using the dataset from MovieLens prove that the newly developed algorithms are able to reduce the error rates comparing to SotA collaborative-filtering algorithms. The results have been achieved by calculating the predictions and error rates for every single entry within the dataset from MovieLens, as described above.

3.6.2.3 Performance

Besides the error rates, the thesis also presents performance results. The measurement of the performance has been accomplished by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens, the dataset from the survey, and a simulated user-item matrix using several numbers of entries. The results present the duration of the calculations.
3.6.3 With Neighbourhood

In order to prove the usefulness of the k-nearest neighbour approach, experiments are undertaken which take this approach into account. The results prove that the usage of the k-nearest neighbour approach is able to improve the prediction accuracy. Besides this improvement, the experiments also prove that the calculation duration is significantly lower compared to the results that do not use the nearest neighbour approach.

The experiments consider the dataset from the survey and the dataset from MovieLens.

3.6.4 Dynamic Selection

The usefulness of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system is proved by the comparison between the above mentioned results with the results that take the proposed system into account. The experiments consider the dataset from the survey and the dataset from MovieLens.

The proposed dynamic selection of the most accurate algorithm is split into several parts. The first step of the proposed system selects the active user or item. The second step of the process selects an algorithm and calculates the similarities between the active user/item and the entire users/items that are included into the user-item matrix. The calculated similarities are used to build a new user-item matrix that only contains the active user/item and the k-nearest users/items. The third step predicts every entry of the active user/item and compares the predictions with the original entries such
that the error rates can be calculated. The second and the third step is undertaken with every algorithm that is included in to the proposed system. At the end of the entire process the system proposes the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm which is strongly connected to the active user/item and its neighbourhood.

The results of the evaluation prove that the proposed system improves the prediction accuracy significantly compared to the above mentioned approaches. Besides this fact, the comparison between the proposed system and existing recommendation systems also prove this improvement.
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3.7 Summary

This chapter introduced the reader to the methodology of the thesis. Firstly it presented the used home environment. Secondly it presented the datasets which are used to evaluate the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. The introducing of the datasets includes a small dataset that is the outcome of an undertaken survey and a large dataset from MovieLens. Besides these topics, this chapter also described the used filtering techniques, such as the content-based filtering and the collaborative filtering. It introduced the calculation of predictions, the used error calculation, and the k-nearest neighbour approach. Additionally it presented the used metadata. Finally it described the accomplished evaluation of the proposed system.
Chapter 4

Recommendation System

The following sections present the researched and developed recommendation system. It tackles the different kinds of user profiling, which can be realized in an explicit and an implicit manner. In addition it presents the content-based filtering approach and a collaborative filtering system, which includes newly developed algorithms.

In general the proposed system uses metadata, which is sent within the DVB Transport Stream. A DVB Transport Stream contains the video and audio signal as well as Service Information. This Service Information is specified by a standard from ETSI. The Service Information is sent within tables and the used information is part of the EIT. This EIT contains the metadata, which describes the events in more detail, e.g. genre, subgenre, title of the event, duration of the event, long description, and so forth. The ETSI standard for Service Information specifies twelve main genres, as shown in Table 3.2.

Each genre is split into several subgenres, which classify the genres in
Table 4.1: Subgenres from the Genre: Movie/Drama which are specified by ETSI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre</th>
<th>Subgenre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movie/Drama (general)</td>
<td>Detective, Thriller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adventure, Western, War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Horror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movie/Drama</td>
<td>Comedy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soap, Melodrama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serious, Classical, Religious, Historical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult Movie/Drama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, a video or audio recommendation system is mainly split into three parts.

- User Profiling
- Filtering
- Presentation of the recommendations

This chapter describes the first two parts. Section 4.1 describes the user profiling approach in more detail. It considers the implicit creation and the explicit creation of user profiles. Section 4.2 briefly introduces the reader to the content-based filtering approach. Section 4.3 presents the newly developed and researched dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. It includes SotA collaborative-filtering algorithms and newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms, which overcome researched weaknesses of existing algorithms. The presentation of the recommendations is realized by a developed PPG, which is presented in Chapter 6.
4.1 User Profiling

In order to generate recommendations, user profiles are needed. These user profiles contain the preferences of individual users. However, the explicit and the implicit creation of the user profiles will be described in the following sections.

4.1.1 Explicit Profiling

The explicit user profile is created by setting preferences. These preferences are saved as ratings on e.g., movies, genres, and so forth. The ratings within the proposed system are saved as a number. In contrast to the implicitly created user profile, which is described in the following section, the explicitly created user profile contains more accurate information [95]. Users are able to set their individual preferences [29], e.g. by setting stars. This approach is quite common and is used by several kinds of applications.

The presented approach uses this kind of setting. Users are able to rate events and genres/subgenres by setting stars. Five stars represents definite interest in the selected event, genre, or subgenre. Users are also able to exclude events, genres, or subgenres from their user profile. Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of the developed PPG.

Within this page of the PPG users are able to set their preferences by setting stars. If a user had chosen her/his likings, these preferences will be saved in an XML file. An example of an XML file is shown in Listing 4.1. The number of stars will be converted into a RI. Five stars will be converted...
Four stars will be saved as 0.8, three stars as 0.6, two stars as 0.4, one star as 0.2, no stars as 0, and the stop sign, which represents no interest in the selected genre, subgenre, or event, will be saved as -500.

Figure 4.1: PPG - Explicit Settings
Listing 4.1: User Profile XML - implicit

`mgenre` represents a maingenre, `sgenre` a subgenre. `mRI` is the RI of a maingenre, `sRI` of a subgenre, and `eRI` the RI of an event. The RI is defined in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Implicit Profiling

The viewing behaviour can be logged for the creation of implicit user profiles \[21,29,49,53,96\]. This implicitly logged viewing behaviour can be used to enrich the features of a recommendation system. In contrast to the explicitly set preferences, the implicit profiling also takes the real behaviour into account. For instance, if a user does not set the genre “education” in an explicit manner, but he/she watches this genre quite often, the implicit profiling will recognize it and add this genre to the user profile. The implicit creation of a user profile also overcomes the problem that users tend not to provide much input in feedback \[97\]. The implicit creation of the user profiles also overcomes the problem that the information need of users is vague \[98\]. However, published research work proves the strong correlation between spending time on a single view and the importance of this single view \[99\]. Due to this fact, the following equations exploit the watching duration of a user and save it to the user profile. They use the sent DVB Service Information to generate a RI, which is in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no interest and 1 represents definite interest.

The following equations are responsible for the creation of user profiles. Since the topic of the thesis focuses on the prediction accuracy of collaborative-filtering algorithms, the equations have not been researched in detail. They shall just show a simple manner for the creation of an implicit user profile and the combining of explicitly and implicitly created user profiles.
4.1.2.1 Recommendation Index - General

Equation 4.1 logs the duration of a genre, a subgenre, or an event and calculates a RI which will be saved in the implicit user profile for the active user.

\[
RI_{\text{implicit}} = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{t_w(i)}{t_d}
\]  

(4.1)

\[RI_{\text{implicit}} = [0; 1], t_w = [0; t_d], t_d \geq 0\]

\(t_d\) represents the duration the user watched television. \(RI_{\text{implicit}}\) is the value of the RI from a genre, subgenre, or an event which has been calculated. The variable \(t_w(i)\) represents the duration the user watched the genre, subgenre, or an event, where \(i\) is a counter.

With this counter the presented equation is able to calculate the RI of the watched genre, subgenre, or event over a period of time \((t_d)\). Basically the recommendation system sums the time the active user watches a genre, a subgenre or an event. This equation is also able to take channel switches into account.

**Example:**

A user watches a specific movie, like “It”. During the commercial break the user switches to another channel. After a period of time the user switches back to the movie. Equation 4.1 takes this behaviour into account. It sums the time of the watching period before the user switches to another channel.
and the time of the watching period after the user switches back to the movie “It”. Figure 4.2 clarifies this behaviour. The blue bars represents the watching time. This figure illustrates that a user watched an event that lasted 120 minutes in total. During this time, the user changed the channel three times. The user always switched back to the event, so that the user watched the event for 80 minutes, while it takes 120 minutes in total. The RI for this event would be 0.5.
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4.1.2.2 Recommendation Index - Average

The implicit user profile shall reflect the viewing behaviour of a user. This process is a learning process. The longer a user watches TV the more accurate the user profile will be. With the intention of guaranteeing that the value of the RI becomes more and more accurate, Equation 4.2 is used to calculate the average.

\[ \overline{RI}_{\text{average}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} RI_{\text{implicit}}(k) \]  

(4.2)

The \( \overline{RI}_{\text{average}} \) is the average value of the RI of a genre, a subgenre, or an event. The expression \( RI_{\text{implicit}}(k) \) is the value of the RI of one genre, subgenre, or event. The variable \( (k) \) is the counter of this genre, subgenre or event and \( n \) is the counter of the measurements.

Example:

The user watched the genre movie/drama on Monday. This results in a RI of 0.6. On Saturday the user watched the genre movie/drama again and the RI for this day is 0.8. In this case \( n=2 \). The average of these RIs is 0.7, which is shown by Equation 4.3.

\[ \overline{RI}_{\text{average}} = \frac{0.6 + 0.8}{2} = 0.7 \]  

(4.3)

The usage of this procedure guarantees that the “real” viewing behaviour
is exploited, because the calculation of the RI takes each watching session into account. For example, a user likes to watch a particular soap. The first episode of this soap lasts 60 minutes in total. For some reason the user misses the first twenty minutes of this first episode. The recommendation system would calculate a RI of 0.6 for it. The user watches the second episode for 60 minutes. The RI for this event will be increased by the usage of Equation 4.2. But this equation also will work the other way round. For example, if a user does not like a particular genre, but the TV is on while the user takes a phone call, the RI would be calculated. But if the user watches this genre again and does not spend much time on watching, the RI will be decreased. Figure 4.3 illustrates the possible calculated RIs and the RI after the averaging.
4.1.2.3 Recommendation Index - Adjustment

Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2 are responsible for creating the $R_I$ for events, genres, and subgenres in an implicit manner. The above described procedure has one main problem. If the user does not like a particular event, genre, or subgenre, a $R_I$ is nonetheless calculated for them even though the user never watches this particular event, genre, or subgenre again, and the $R_I$ would never decrease.

Equation 4.4 has been developed to overcome this problem. This equation decreases the $RI$ step by step over time.

$$RI_{\text{adjust}} = R_I_{\text{average}} \cdot e^{-\left(\frac{1}{4}\right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Figure 4.4 shows the $R_I$ adjustment. The value of the $R_I$ decreases every week statically. After eight weeks the $R_I$ is under 0.15, which will be rounded down to zero. This procedure guarantees that the $R_I$ will be decreased if a user never watches an event, a genre, or a subgenre again.
4.1.2.4 Recommendation Index - Mix

In order to combine events, genres, and subgenres as well as the implicitly and explicitly created user profiles, Equation 4.5 has been developed. Since users feel more comfortable with the explicit system, which is shown by [44], the equation multiplies the explicitly created \( R_I \) with a factor of two. The basis configuration of the developed PPG presents the recommendations which are based on the explicit user profile. Users are also able to switch to the recommendations, which are generated by considering the implicitly created user profile.

\[
R_{I_{mix}} = \frac{R_{I_{adjust}} + R_{I_{explicit}} \cdot 2}{3} \tag{4.5}
\]
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4.2 Content-Based Filtering

Since this thesis focuses on the accuracy improvement of predictions by the usage of collaborative-filtering algorithms, this section describes the content-based approach only briefly.

In order to offer the opportunity to use the content-based approach, the presented recommendation system includes a developed SI parser which is able to extract metadata from a DVB Transport Stream. This parser extracts data from the EIT which contains data like title of the events, genres and subgenres, duration, and so forth. The content-based approach uses the DVB-SI and the created user profiles for the creation of recommendations. Besides the SI data, the developed recommendation system uses the API from YouTube for the extraction of metadata from it.

The recommendations are based on the implicitly logged viewing behaviour and/or the explicitly set preferences. Since the recommendation system saves a RI which represents the preference, the recommendation system calculates the RI by taking the approach that is described in the following section into account.

4.2.1 Recommendation Index - Final

An event which is broadcast by DVB is enriched with metadata, such as the title of the event, the genre, the subgenre, and so forth. The title of an event is the most significant description. If a user wants to find an event, she/he will search for the title of it. The genres which are broadcast by DVB are
split into several subgenres as shown by Table 4.1. Therefore the subgenres describe the genres in more detail. The following equations take these factors into account.

**Basic Scenario:**

A user searches for recommendations, which are based on her/his user profile. The user profile contains several RIs for events, genres, and subgenres. The DVB-SI parser extracts the metadata from the DVB Transport Stream, which contains data of the scheduled events that are broadcast currently or in the near future.

**Scenario 1:**

A title, the genre, and the subgenre of an event from the extracted scheduled information is part of the user profile of the currently logged-in user. Equation 4.6 will be used to calculate the RI for this event.

\[
RI = \frac{RI_{\text{event}} \cdot 3 + RI_{\text{subgenre}} \cdot 2 + RI_{\text{genre}}}{6} \quad (4.6)
\]

**Scenario 2:**

If a title of an event and genre from the scheduled information is part of the user profile from the current user, Equation 4.7 will be used to calculate the
\[ R_I = \frac{R_{I_{\text{event}}} \cdot 3 + R_{I_{\text{genre}}}}{4} \quad (4.7) \]

\textbf{Scenario 3:}

If only the title of an event from the scheduled information is part of the user profile from the current user, Equation \[4.8\] will calculate the \(RI\):

\[ R_I = R_{I_{\text{event}}} \quad (4.8) \]

\textbf{Scenario 4:}

If the scheduled information’s event cannot be found in the user profile of the current user, but the subgenre of this event is part of the user profile, the \(RI\) calculation is defined as:

\[ R_I = \frac{R_{I_{\text{subgenre}}} \cdot 2 + R_{I_{\text{genre}}}}{3} \quad (4.9) \]
Scenario 5:

If only the event’s genre of the scheduled information is part of the user profile from the currently logged-in user, Equation [4.10] calculates the RI for this event.

\[ RI = RI_{\text{genre}} \]  

(4.10)

However, Chapter 6 describes the entire developed features of the recommendation system in more details which use the above described creation of the RI.
4.3 Dynamic Multi-Algorithm Collaborative-Filtering System

This section introduces the reader to the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. This system includes SotA algorithms, which are presented in Section 2.2.2.1. These algorithms are the basis for the newly developed algorithms, which try to overcome researched weaknesses of these algorithms. The newly developed algorithms are presented in Section 4.3.1. The mentioned algorithms are used for finding the most adequate algorithm for the dynamically given user-item matrix.

This section is organized as follows: Section 4.3.1 presents these newly developed algorithms that overcome the researched weaknesses of the well-known ones. Besides the algorithms, the used k-nearest neighbour approach will be presented in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 briefly describes the calculation of the predictions. Within this section the prediction truncation is described as well. The calculation of the errors are presented in Section 4.3.4. Section 4.3.5 finally presents the novel approach of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system.
4.3.1 Newly Developed Collaborative-Filtering Algorithms

In this section the newly developed and researched algorithms are presented. These algorithms take the researched weaknesses into account and overcome them.

4.3.1.1 Absolute Correlation

The Absolute Correlation overcomes the researched weakness of the Pearson-r Correlation. The linear correlation between two vectors $v_1 = \{0, 1, 2, 3\}$ and $v_2 = \{10, 11, 12, 13\}$ is 1 if the calculation is realized by using the Pearson-r Correlation. The Absolute Correlation overcomes this problem by multiplying the result of the Pearson-r Correlation with a factor. The used factor is the ratio between the magnitudes of the considered vectors. This magnitude is defined as: $\|\vec{v}\| = \sqrt{v_1^2 + ... + v_n^2}$. If the system calculates the similarities between items, the factor is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13. Equation 4.11 defines the calculation of the similarities between items. Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16 define the factor by using the user-item approach. Equation 4.14 defines the similarity calculation between users. The result of the Absolute Correlation is in the range [-1;+1], where -1 represents a full negative correlation, +1 a full positive correlation, and 0 no
correlation between the vectors.

\[ AC_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)(R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{u,j} - \bar{R}_j)^2}} \cdot abs_{ib} \]  

\[ (4.11) \]

\( AC_{sim}(i, j) \) is the correlation between item \( i \) and item \( j \). \( R_{u,i} \) is the rating from user \( u \) of item \( i \). \( R_{u,j} \) is the rating from user \( u \) of item \( j \). \( \bar{R}_i \) is the average of the ratings from item \( i \) and \( \bar{R}_j \) is the average of the ratings from item \( j \). \( u \in U \) is the summation of the users who rated both items \( i \) and \( j \).

\[ abs_{ib} = \frac{\| \vec{i} \|}{\| \vec{j} \|}, \text{if } \| \vec{i} \| < \| \vec{j} \| \]  

\[ (4.12) \]

\[ abs_{ib} = \frac{\| \vec{j} \|}{\| \vec{i} \|}, \text{if } \| \vec{j} \| < \| \vec{i} \| \]  

\[ (4.13) \]

\[ AC_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)(R_{v,i} - \bar{R}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{u,i} - \bar{R}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{v,i} - \bar{R}_v)^2}} \cdot abs_{ub} \]  

\[ (4.14) \]
AC_{sim}(u, v) is the correlation between user $u$ and user $v$. $R_{u,i}$ is the rating from user $u$ of item $i$. $R_{v,i}$ is the rating from user $v$ of item $i$. $\bar{R}_u$ is the average of the ratings from user $u$ and $\bar{R}_v$ is the average of the ratings from user $v$. $i \in I$ is the summation of the items that are rated by the users $u$ and $v$.

$$abs_{ub} = \frac{||\vec{u}||}{||\vec{v}||}, \text{if } ||\vec{u}|| < ||\vec{v}||$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

$$abs_{vb} = \frac{||\vec{v}||}{||\vec{u}||}, \text{if } ||\vec{v}|| < ||\vec{u}||$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.16)
4.3.1.2 Absolute Rank Correlation

The *Absolute Rank Correlation* takes the researched weakness of the *Spearman Rank Correlation* into account. It multiplies the result of the *Spearman Rank Correlation* with a factor. This factor is the magnitude between the two considered vectors. Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19 define the factor if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.21 and Equation 4.22 define the factor if the user-based approach is used. Equation 4.17 is used, if the correlation between items shall be calculated and Equation 4.20 defines the calculation, if the user-based approach is taken into account. The results of the *Spearman Rank Correlation* are in the range \([-1;+1]\), where -1 represents a full negative relationship, +1 a full positive relationship, and 0 no relationship between the vectors.

\[
ARC_{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)(R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)^2}} \cdot \text{abs}_{rank_{-ib}} \tag{4.17}
\]

\(R_{g_{u,i}}\) is the ranked rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{g_{u,j}}\) is the ranked rating from user \(u\) of item \(j\). \(\overline{R}_i\) is the average of the ranked ratings from item \(i\) and \(\overline{R}_j\) is the average of the ranked ratings from item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\). \(\text{abs}_{rank_{-ib}}\) is the ratio...
of the magnitudes from the vectors $i_g$ and $j_g$.

$$ abs_{rank-ib} = \frac{\|i_g\|}{\|j_g\|}, \text{if } \|i_g\| < \|j_g\| \quad (4.18) $$

$$ abs_{rank-ib} = \frac{\|j_g\|}{\|i_g\|}, \text{if } \|j_g\| < \|i_g\| \quad (4.19) $$

$$ ARC_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g,u,i} - \bar{R}_g)(R_{g,v,i} - \bar{R}_g)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g,u,i} - \bar{R}_g)^2}\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g,v,i} - \bar{R}_g)^2}}, \quad abs_{rank-ub} \quad (4.20) $$

$R_{g,u,i}$ is the ranked rating from user $u$ of item $i$. $R_{g,v,i}$ is the ranked rating from user $v$ of item $i$. $\bar{R}_g$ is the average of the ranked ratings from user $u$ and $\bar{R}_g$ is the average of the ranked ratings from user $v$. $i \in I$ is the summation of the items rated by both users $u$ and $v$. $abs_{rank-ub}$ is the ratio of the magnitudes from the vectors $u_g$ and $v_g$.

$$ abs_{rank-ub} = \frac{\|u_g\|}{\|v_g\|}, \text{if } \|u_g\| < \|v_g\| \quad (4.21) $$
abs_{rank–ub} = \frac{\|\vec{v}_g\|}{\|\vec{u}_g\|} \text{ if } \|\vec{v}_g\| < \|\vec{u}_g\| \tag{4.22}
4.3.1.3 Absolute Original Rank Correlation

The Absolute Original Rank Correlation calculates the Spearman Rank Correlation and multiplies the result with the abs factor. The abs factor is built by using the non-ranked values and is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16 defines the factor if the user-based approach is used. The calculation of the correlation between items is defined by Equation 4.23. Equation 4.24 takes the user-based approach into account. The results of the Absolute Original Rank Correlation are in the range [-1;+1], where -1 represents a full negative relationship, +1 a full positive relationship, and 0 no relationship between the vectors.

\[
AORC_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)(R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_{u,j}} - \overline{R}_j)^2}} \cdot \text{abs}_{ib}
\]

(4.23)

\(R_{g_{u,i}}\) is the ranked rating from user \(u\) of item \(i\). \(R_{g_{u,j}}\) is the ranked rating from user \(u\) of item \(j\). \(\overline{R}_i\) is the average of the ranked ratings from item \(i\) and \(\overline{R}_j\) is the average of the ranked ratings from item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\). abs_{ib} is the ratio of
the magnitudes from the vectors $\vec{i}_g$ and $\vec{j}_g$.

$$AORC_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R_g}_u)(R_{g_{v,i}} - \overline{R_g}_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_{u,i}} - \overline{R_g}_u)^2 \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_{v,i}} - \overline{R_g}_v)^2}}} \cdot abs_{ub} \quad (4.24)$$

$R_{g_{u,i}}$ is the ranked rating from user $u$ of item $i$. $R_{g_{v,i}}$ is the ranked rating from user $v$ of item $i$. $\overline{R_g}_u$ is the average of the ranked ratings from user $u$ and $\overline{R_g}_v$ is the average of the ranked ratings from user $v$. $i \in I$ is the summation of the items rated by both users $u$ and $v$. $abs_{ub}$ is the ratio of the magnitudes from the vectors $\vec{u}_g$ and $\vec{v}_g$. 
4.3.1.4 Cosine Co-Rated Similarity

Since the Cosine Similarity does not take the co-rated approach into account, the Cosine Co-Rated Similarity has been developed. It considers just the co-rated objects. The co-rated approach is described in Section 2.2.2.1.1 and Table 2.1 clarifies this behaviour. Equation 4.25 performs the similarity calculation if the item-based approach is used. The calculation of the similarities by taking the user-based approach into account is defined by Equation 4.26. The results are in the range [0;1], where 1 represents full similarity, and 0 no similarity between the angle of the two vectors.

\[
CCSim(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_i \cdot R_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_i)^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_j)^2}}
\] (4.25)

\[
CCSim(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (R_u \cdot R_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_u)^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_v)^2}}
\] (4.26)

\(CCSim(i,j)\) is the similarity between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_i\) is the rating of item \(i\) and \(R_j\) is the rating of item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\).

\(CCSim(u,v)\) is the similarity between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_u\) is the rating of user \(u\) and \(R_v\) is the rating of user \(v\). \(i \in I\) is the summation of the items rated by both users \(u\) and \(v\).
4.3.1.5 Cosine Rank Similarity

The Cosine Rank Similarity combines the approaches of the Spearman Rank Correlation and Cosine Similarity. It ranks the entries of the user-item matrix and performs the similarity calculation by using the Cosine Similarity. Equation 4.27 is used if the item-based approach is used and Equation 4.28 defines the similarity calculation by considering the user-based approach. The results are in the range [0;1], where 1 represents full similarity, and 0 no similarity between the angle of the two vectors.

\[
CRS_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{\vec{i}_g \cdot \vec{j}_g}{\|\vec{i}_g\| \cdot \|\vec{j}_g\|} \tag{4.27}
\]

\(
\vec{i}_g \) represents the ranks of the object \( i_g \) and \( \vec{j}_g \) represents the ranks of the object \( j_g \). \( \|\vec{i}_g\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( \vec{i}_g \) and \( \|\vec{j}_g\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( \vec{j}_g \).

\[
CRS_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\vec{u}_g \cdot \vec{v}_g}{\|\vec{u}_g\| \cdot \|\vec{v}_g\|} \tag{4.28}
\]

\( \vec{u}_g \) represents the ranks of the object \( u_g \) and \( \vec{v}_g \) represents the ranks of the object \( v_g \). \( \|\vec{u}_g\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( \vec{u}_g \) and \( \|\vec{v}_g\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( \vec{v}_g \).
4.3.1.6 Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity

The Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity combines the Cosine Rank Similarity and the co-rated approach, which is described in Section 2.2.2.1.1. Equation 4.29 defines the similarity calculation by using the item-based approach and Equation 4.30 takes the user-based approach into account. The results of the Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity are in the range [0;1], where 1 represents full similarity, and 0 no similarity between the angle of the two vectors.

\[
CRCS_{\text{sim}}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_i} \cdot R_{g_j})}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_i})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_{g_j})^2}}
\] (4.29)

\[
CRCS_{\text{sim}}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{g_u} \cdot R_{g_v})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{g_u})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_{g_v})^2}}
\] (4.30)

\(CRCS_{\text{sim}}(i,j)\) is the similarity between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{g_i}\) is the ranked rating of the item \(i\) and \(R_{g_j}\) is the ranked rating of the item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\).

\(CRCS_{\text{sim}}(u,v)\) is the similarity between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_{g_u}\) is the ranked rating of the user \(u\) and \(R_{g_v}\) is the ranked rating of the user \(v\). \(i \in I\) is the summation of the items rated by both users \(u\) and \(v\).
4.3.1.7 Absolute Cosine Similarity

The Cosine Similarity computes the cosine angle between two vectors. The main issue of this algorithm is the fact that it does not consider the length of the vectors. Assume User 1 rates every item with 1 \( v_1 = \{1, 1, 1, 1\} \) and User 2 rates every item with 5 \( v_2 = \{5, 5, 5, 5\} \). The cosine angle between these two vectors by using the Cosine Similarity is 1, as shown in Figure 4.5, although the ratings differ significantly.

![Figure 4.5: Two vectors which are created by the usage of the user’s ratings in a two-dimensional room](image)

The Absolute Cosine Similarity tackles this problem. It multiplies the result of the Cosine Similarity with a factor. This factor is the ratio of the vector magnitudes. The factor is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16 is used if similarities between users shall be calculated. The calculation of the Absolute Cosine Similarity is defined by Equation 4.31 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.32 presents the calculation by considering the user-based approach. The results of the Absolute Cosine Similarity are in the range \([0;1]\). 0 represents no similarity between the two vectors and 1 full
similarity between them.

\[ ACS_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{i \cdot j}{\|i\| \cdot \|j\|} \cdot abs_{ib} \quad (4.31) \]

\( i \cdot j \) is the dot-product of the vectors \( i \) and \( j \). \( \|i\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( i \) and \( \|j\| \) is the magnitude of vector \( j \). \( abs_{ib} \) is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13.

\[ ACS_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\bar{u} \cdot \bar{v}}{\|\bar{u}\| \cdot \|\bar{v}\|} \cdot abs_{ub} \quad (4.32) \]

\( \bar{u} \cdot \bar{v} \) is the dot-product of the vectors \( \bar{u} \) and \( \bar{v} \). \( \|\bar{u}\| \) is the magnitude of the vector \( \bar{u} \) and \( \|\bar{v}\| \) is the magnitude of the vector \( \bar{v} \). \( abs_{ub} \) is defined by Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16.
4.3.1.8 Absolute Cosine Co-Rated Similarity

In contrast to the Absolute Cosine Similarity, the Absolute Cosine Co-Rated Similarity also takes the co-rated objects into account. The results are in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no similarity between the two vectors and 1 full similarity between them. Equation 4.33 is used if the item-based approach is used and Equation 4.34 calculates similarities between users.

\[
ACCS_{\text{sim}}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (R_i \cdot R_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_i)^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (R_j)^2}} \cdot abs_{ib} \tag{4.33}
\]

\[
ACCS_{\text{sim}}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (R_u \cdot R_v)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_u)^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (R_v)^2}} \cdot abs_{ub} \tag{4.34}
\]

\(ACCS_{\text{sim}}(i,j)\) is the similarity between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_i\) is the rating of the item \(i\) and \(R_j\) is the rating of item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\). \(abs_{ib}\) is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13.

\(ACCS_{\text{sim}}(u,v)\) is the similarity between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_u\) is the rating of user \(u\) and \(R_v\) is the rating of user \(v\). \(i \in I\) is the summation of the items rated by both users \(u\) and \(v\). \(abs_{ub}\) is defined by Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16.
4.3.1.9 Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity

In contrast to the Cosine Rank Similarity, the Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity multiplies the result with a factor. This factor is defined by Equation 4.18 or Equation 4.19 if the item-based approach is used. The considering of the user-based approach uses the factor, which is defined by Equation 4.21 or Equation 4.22. The similarity calculation between items is performed by Equation 4.35. Equation 4.36 defines the calculation, if the user-based approach is used. The results of the Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity are in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no similarity and 1 full similarity between the two considered vectors.

\[
ACRS_{sim}(i, j) = \frac{\vec{i}_g \cdot \vec{j}_g}{\|\vec{i}_g\| \cdot \|\vec{j}_g\|} \cdot abs_{rank-ib} \tag{4.35}
\]

\[
\vec{i}_g \cdot \vec{j}_g \text{ is the dot-product of the vectors } \vec{i}_g \text{ and } \vec{j}_g. \|\vec{i}_g\| \text{ is the magnitude of vector } \vec{i}_g \text{ and } \|\vec{j}_g\| \text{ is the magnitude of vector } \vec{j}_g. \ tag{abs_{rank-ib}} \text{ is defined by Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19}
\]

\[
ACRS_{sim}(u, v) = \frac{\vec{u}_g \cdot \vec{v}_g}{\|\vec{u}_g\| \cdot \|\vec{v}_g\|} \cdot abs_{rank-ub} \tag{4.36}
\]

\[
\vec{u}_g \cdot \vec{v}_g \text{ is the dot-product of the vectors } \vec{u}_g \text{ and } \vec{v}_g. \|\vec{u}_g\| \text{ is the magnitude of vector } \vec{u}_g \text{ and } \|\vec{v}_g\| \text{ is the magnitude of vector } \vec{v}_g. \tag{abs_{rank-ub}} \text{ is defined by

Equation 4.21 and Equation 4.22
4.3.1.10 Absolute Cosine Original Rank Similarity

In contrast to the Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity, the Absolute Cosine Original Rank Similarity takes the factor into account that uses the non-ranked values from the entries of the user-item matrix. The factor is defined by Equation 4.12 or Equation 4.13 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.15 or Equation 4.16 defines the factor if the user-based approach is used.

The calculation of the Absolute Cosine Original Rank Similarity by considering the item-based approach is performed with Equation 4.37. Equation 4.38 defines the calculation by using the user-based approach. The results of the Absolute Cosine Original Rank Similarity are in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no similarity and 1 full similarity between the two used vectors.

\[
ACORS_{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\vec{i}_{og} \cdot \vec{j}_{og}}{\|\vec{i}_{og}\| \cdot \|\vec{j}_{og}\|} \cdot \text{abs}_{ib}
\]

(4.37)

\(\vec{i}_{og} \cdot \vec{j}_{og}\) is the dot-product of the vectors \(\vec{i}_{og}\) and \(\vec{j}_{og}\). \(\|\vec{i}_{og}\|\) is the magnitude of vector \(\vec{i}_{og}\) and \(\|\vec{j}_{og}\|\) is the magnitude of vector \(\vec{j}_{og}\). \text{abs}_{ib} is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13.

\[
ACORS_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\vec{u}_{og} \cdot \vec{v}_{og}}{\|\vec{u}_{og}\| \cdot \|\vec{v}_{og}\|} \cdot \text{abs}_{ub}
\]

(4.38)

\(\vec{u}_{og} \cdot \vec{v}_{og}\) is the dot-product of the vectors \(\vec{u}_{og}\) and \(\vec{v}_{og}\). \(\|\vec{u}_{og}\|\) is the magni-
tude of vector $u_{og}$ and $\|v_{og}\|$ is the magnitude of vector $v_{og}$. $abs_{ab}$ is defined by Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16.
4.3.1.11 Absolute Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity

The Absolute Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity combines the Cosine Similarity, the building of ranks, the length of the vectors, and the co-rated approach. The factor is defined by Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.21 and Equation 4.22 defines the factor if the user-based approach is used. The similarity calculation that takes the item-based approach into account is defined by Equation 4.39. Similarities between users are calculated by using Equation 4.40. The results of the Absolute Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity are in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no similarity and 1 full similarity between the two used vectors.

\[
ACRCS_{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{g_i} \cdot R_{g_j})}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{g_i})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{g_j})^2} \cdot \text{abs}\text{rank}_i - \text{ib}} \quad (4.39)
\]

\[
ACRCS_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_u} \cdot R_{g_v})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_u})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{g_v})^2} \cdot \text{abs}\text{rank}_u - \text{ub}} \quad (4.40)
\]

\(ACRCS_{sim}(i,j)\) is the similarity between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{g_i}\) is the ranked rating of item \(i\) and \(R_{g_j}\) is the ranked rating of item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\). \(\text{abs}\text{rank}_i - \text{ib}\) is defined by Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19.

\(ACRCS_{sim}(u,v)\) is the similarity between user \(u\) and user \(v\). \(R_{g_u}\) is the
ranked rating of user \( u \) and \( R_g \) is the ranked rating of user \( v \). \( \sum_{i \in I} \) is the summation of the items rated by both users \( u \) and \( v \). \( \text{abs}_{\text{rank-ub}} \) is defined by Equation 4.21 and Equation 4.22.
4.3.1.12 Absolute Cosine Original Rank Co-Rated Similarity

In contrast to the Absolute Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity, the Absolute Cosine Original Rank Co-Rated Similarity uses the non-ranked entries from the user-item matrix for the building of the factor. The factor is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13 if the item-based approach is used. Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16 defines the factor by using the user-based approach. The similarity calculation between items is performed by Equation 4.41. Equation 4.42 defines the calculation by using the user-based approach.

The results of the Absolute Cosine Original Rank Co-Rated Similarity are in the range [0;1], where 0 represents no similarity and 1 full similarity between the two used vectors.

\[
ACORCS_{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{gi} \cdot R_{gj}) \cdot \text{abs}_{ib}}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{gi})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U}(R_{gj})^2}} \quad (4.41)
\]

\[
ACORCS_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{gu} \cdot R_{gv}) \cdot \text{abs}_{ub}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{gu})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I}(R_{gv})^2}} \quad (4.42)
\]

\(ACORCS_{sim}(i,j)\) is the similarity between item \(i\) and item \(j\). \(R_{gi}\) is the ranked rating of item \(i\) and \(R_{gj}\) is the ranked rating of item \(j\). \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated both items \(i\) and \(j\). \(\text{abs}_{ib}\) is defined by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13.
ACORCS_{sim}(u, v) \text{ is the similarity between user } u \text{ and user } v. \ R_{gu} \text{ is the ranked rating of user } u \text{ and } R_{gv} \text{ is the ranked rating of user } v. \ i \in I \text{ is the summation of the items rated by both users } u \text{ and } v. \ abs_{ab} \text{ is defined by Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16}
4.3.1.13 Adjusted Cosine Rank Similarity

In contrast to the Adjusted Cosine Similarity, the Adjusted Cosine Rank Similarity introduces the using of the ranks. Equation 4.43 defines the calculation by considering the item-based approach. Equation 4.44 takes the user-based approach into account. The results are in the range [-1;+1], where -1 represents full negative similarity, 1 full positive similarity, and 0, no similarity between the two considered objects.

\[
AJCRS_{sim}(i,j) = \frac{\sum_{u \in U} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_u)(Rg_{u,j} - \overline{Rg}_u)}{\sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_u)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{u \in U} (Rg_{u,j} - \overline{Rg}_u)^2}}
\]

\[
(4.43)
\]

\[
AJCRS_{sim}(u,v) = \frac{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_i)(Rg_{v,i} - \overline{Rg}_i)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{u,i} - \overline{Rg}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i \in I} (Rg_{v,i} - \overline{Rg}_i)^2}}
\]

\[
(4.44)
\]

AJCRS_{sim}(i,j) is the similarity between item i and item j. \(\overline{Rg}_u\) is the ratings’ average from user u by using the ranks of the user-item matrix. \(u \in U\) is the summation of the users who rated item i and item j. \(Rg_{u,i}\) is the ranks’ rating of item i from user u and \(Rg_{u,j}\) is the ranks’ rating of item j from user u.

AJCRS_{sim}(u,v) is the similarity between user u and user v. \(\overline{Rg}_i\) is the
ratings’ average from item $i$ by using the ranks of the user-item matrix. $i \in I$ is the summation of the items that are rated by user $u$ and user $v$. $R_{gu,i}$ is the ranks’ rating of item $i$ from user $u$ and $R_{v,i}$ is the ranks’ rating of item $i$ from user $v$. 
4.3.1.14 Overview

Table 4.3.1.14 presents an overview of the algorithms and clarifies which newly developed algorithm is based on which idea of SotA algorithms. Additionally, the techniques, such as the abs-factor, the building of ranks, or the usage of the co-rated approach, are listed as well. The appreciations of the algorithms are defined by Table 5.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newly Developed</th>
<th>SotA</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AORC</td>
<td>PC,SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>CS,PC</td>
<td>Co-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>CS,SRC</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCS</td>
<td>CS,PC,SRC</td>
<td>Rank, Co-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Abs-Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCS</td>
<td>CS,PC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Co-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRS</td>
<td>CS,SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORS</td>
<td>CS,PC,SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRCS</td>
<td>CS,SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank, Co-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORCS</td>
<td>CS,SRC</td>
<td>Abs-Factor, Rank, Co-Rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCRS</td>
<td>AJCS,SRC</td>
<td>Rank</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Overview of the newly developed algorithms and the basis of these algorithms with the used techniques.
4.3.2 K-Nearest Neighbours

The calculated similarities which are delivered by the using the presented collaborative-filtering algorithms are used to find the k-nearest neighbours. The k-nearest neighbour approach is described in Section 2.2.2.2 in more detail. The proposed system calculates the similarities between the active user or item and the other users/items within the given user-item matrix. Within the next step, the system orders the achieved similarities in decreasing order. The system will use this information for the building of the new user-item matrix that contains just the active user/item and its k-nearest neighbours.
4.3.3 Prediction Calculations

In order to prove that an algorithm delivers the most accurate results, the proposed system of this thesis calculates predictions. The prediction calculation is defined by Equation 2.14. This equation is also known as Weighted Sum.

The prediction calculation is accomplished with every item within the given user-item matrix. Therefore each entry must be deleted from the user-item matrix. The calculated predictions are needed to exploit the error rates, which is described in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.3.1 Prediction Truncations

The results of the prediction calculation can deliver values that are not within the rating range. The rating range of the proposed system is [0;5]. If the calculated prediction is above the maximum value or below it, the proposed system truncates the predictions as follows. If the prediction is $<0$, the system will set it to 0. If the prediction is $>5$, the system sets it to 5. The usefulness of the prediction truncation is proved by an evaluation. This evaluation compares the error rates of the system by using and not using the truncation of predictions. The results of this evaluation are presented in Section 5.1.
4.3.4 Error Calculations

The proposed system shall deliver the most accurate algorithm. Therefore an error exploitation is needed. Since most of the researchers of the related work use the MAE or the RMSE, the proposed system also uses these error rates. The RMSE is based on the MSE. The equations are described in Section 2.2.2.2.

The comparison between the results from the related work and the proposed system shall prove the usefulness of the dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system.
4.3.5 Dynamic Selection of Most Accurate Algorithm

The dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm takes all the above mentioned approaches into account. Figure 4.6 illustrates the process of the proposed system. The output of this process is the most accurate filtering algorithm. In order to take recent preferences into account, the process could be started e.g., if a user logs into a recommendation system or if a user changed the own preferences.

![Diagram of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system]

Figure 4.6: The procedure of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system
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Select active user/item

The first step selects the active user if similar users shall be found. If similar items shall be found, the system uses the active item.

Get neighbourhood

The neighbourhood is represented by the k-nearest neighbours. They will be achieved by the calculation of the similarities between the active user/item and the other users/items within the used user-item matrix. The system delivers a new user-item matrix, which only includes the k-nearest neighbours and the active user/item.

Calculate predictions

The user-item matrix with the k-nearest neighbours will be used to calculate predictions. This step predicts every entry of the active user/item by considering the similarities from each k-nearest neighbour. If a prediction is not within the rating scale, the system truncates the prediction as described above.

Calculate MAE, MSE, and RMSE

The calculated predictions are used to calculate the errors. The system compares the original value of each entry from the active user/item with the prediction of these entries. This comparison is needed to calculate the error rates, such as the MAE, MSE, and the RMSE.

Iterate through algorithms

The above mentioned steps will be realized with every algorithm which is included in the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system.
Propose the most accurate filtering algorithm

The last step proposes the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm for the currently active user/item.
4.4 Summary

This chapter presented the developed and researched recommendation system. It introduced the reader to user profiling and described the creation of these profiles in an explicit and implicit manner. Besides the creation of the user profiles, the filtering techniques were described. Since the main objective of this thesis tackles collaborative-filtering techniques, this chapter described the content-based filtering only briefly. The main part of this chapter presented the collaborative-filtering algorithms. It presented the newly developed algorithms which overcome researched weaknesses of SotA algorithms. In addition to the filtering algorithms, the dynamic approach, which is able to reduce the error rates significantly compared to existing approaches, was also described.
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Evaluation

The evaluation of this thesis considers different user-matrices.

The experiments use the dataset which is the result of a survey that was undertaken at the THM. The results of this survey are presented in Table 3.1. Members and students took part in this survey. They were asked to rate genres that are specified by an ETSI Standard for Service Information. This standard specified twelve main genres, which are presented in Table 3.2. Each respondent could rate these genres by setting stars within a range [0;5]. 0 stars represent no interest in the selected genre and 5 stars represent definite interest in the selected genre. The output of this survey is a quite small user-item matrix and could represent a community, like a family or a block of flats. In order to take huge communities into account, the evaluation of this thesis also considers a dataset from MovieLens. This dataset contains ratings from 943 users and 1682 movies (items).

The evaluation section is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents the results of the prediction truncation. It compares the error rates that uses
the prediction truncation with the results that do not use the truncation of predictions. Section 5.2 presents the results of the error rates by using the presented algorithms. The experiments of this section do not use the k-nearest neighbour approach or the proposed dynamic approach. Section 5.3 presents the results which have been achieved by using the k-nearest neighbour approach. Section 5.4 presents the results that use the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. Section 5.5 compares the error rates from existing systems with the error rate of the proposed system. Section 5.6 concludes the evaluation chapter and the achieved results.

Since the names of the algorithms are quite long, Table 5.1 presents the abbreviations of the algorithms that are used in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Pearson-r Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Absolute Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>Spearman Rank Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>Absolute Rank Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AORC</td>
<td>Absolute Original Rank Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Cosine Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Cosine Co-Rated Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>Cosine Rank Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCS</td>
<td>Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Co-Rated Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Original Rank Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRCRS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Rank Co-Rated Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORCS</td>
<td>Absolute Cosine Original Rank Co-Rated Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCS</td>
<td>Adjusted Cosine Similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCRS</td>
<td>Adjusted Cosine Rank Similarity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: The abbreviations of the considered collaborative-filtering algorithms
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5.1 Prediction Truncation

This section presents the comparison of the results that have been achieved by considering the prediction truncation. Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 present the results. The MAEs have been achieved by predicting every entry within the MovieLens dataset. The results prove that the prediction truncation is able to decrease the error rate for each algorithm.
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Figure 5.1 presents the MAE by considering the item-based approach. It illustrates the calculated MAEs that have been achieved without the truncation of the prediction and the MAEs that have been achieved by using the prediction truncation. The results prove that the prediction truncation decreases the MAE.

Figure 5.1: Comparison between MAE item-based without truncation and MAE item-based with truncation
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The results of the MAEs by considering the user-based approach are presented in Figure 5.2. The figure presents the calculated MAEs that have been achieved without the truncation of the prediction and the MAEs that have been achieved by using the prediction truncation. The results prove that the prediction truncation decreases the MAE.

![Figure 5.2: Comparison between MAE user-based without truncation and MAE user-based with truncation](image)

Figure 5.2: Comparison between MAE user-based without truncation and MAE user-based with truncation
5.1.1 Conclusion

Section 5.1 compares the error rates that have been achieved by taking the truncation of the predictions into account with the results that do not truncate the predictions. Figure 5.1 presents the MAE by considering the item-based approach and Figure 5.2 presents the results by taking the user-based approach into account. The experiment uses the dataset from MovieLens. The results prove that the predictions’ truncation is able to decrease the error rates.
5.2 Without Neighbourhood

5.2.1 Survey

This section presents the results of accomplished tests by using the data from the survey which are presented by Table 3.1.

5.2.1.1 Item-Based

Figures 5.3-5.7 present the results revealing the MAE of different tests. These results prove that every test delivers another algorithm which is the most adequate for calculating the predictions by considering the item-based approach.
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The Absolute Cosine Similarity produces a **MAE** of 1.2680 by considering all ten users, which is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: MAEs by considering users 1-10 by the usage of the item-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account.
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Figure 5.4 illustrates that the most adequate algorithm by considering user 1 - user 5 is the Adjusted Cosine Rank Similarity. This algorithm produces a MAE of 1.3380.

Figure 5.4: MAEs by considering users 1-5 by the usage of the item-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account
The *Absolute Cosine Similarity* is the most adequate algorithm by using user 6 - user 10. This is visualized in Figure 5.5. The calculated MAE of this algorithm is 1.1737.

Figure 5.5: MAEs by considering users 6-10 by the usage of the item-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account
Figure 5.6 shows that the algorithm with the MAE of 1.4421 by considering user 1, user 3, user 5, user 7, and user 9 is the Absolute Cosine Rank Similarity.

Figure 5.6: MAEs by considering users 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 by the usage of the item-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account.
The *Absolute Original Rank Correlation* is the most adequate algorithm by using user 2, user 4, user 6, user 8, and user 10 and produces a MAE of 1.1192, which is presented in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.8 shows the results at a glance and shall visualize the fluctuation of the MAEs more clearly.
5.2.1.2 User-Based

Figure 5.9-5.13 present the results revealing the MAE of different tests by considering the user-based approach.

Figures 5.9 shows that the Pearson-r Correlation produces a MAE of 1.2748 by considering all ten users.

![Figure 5.9: MAEs by considering users 1-10 by the usage of the user-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account](image-url)
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The most adequate algorithm by considering user 1 - user 5 is the Cosine Similarity. This algorithm produces a MAE of 1.4291, which is visualized in Figure 5.10.

![Figure 5.10: MAEs by considering users 1-5 by the usage of the user-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account](image-url)
Figure 5.11 shows that the *Cosine Co-Rated Similarity* is the most adequate algorithm by using user 6 - user 10. This algorithm produces a $\text{MAE}$ of 1.1775.

![Figure 5.11: MAEs by considering users 6-10 by the usage of the user-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account](image-url)
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The algorithm with the lowest [MAE] of 1.4527, which considers user 1, user 3, user 5, user 7 and user 9, is the Cosine Co-Rated Similarity. This is visualized in Figure 5.6.

![Figure 5.12: MAEs by considering users 1,3,5,7,9 by the usage of the user-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account](image-url)
The Pearson-r Correlation is the most adequate one and this test uses user 2, user 4, user 6, user 8, and user 10. Figure 5.13 shows that this algorithm produces a MAE of 1.2654.

Figure 5.13: MAEs by considering users 2,4,6,8,10 by the usage of the user-based approach and taking the dataset from the survey into account.
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Figure 5.14 presents the results of the user-based approach at a glance.

![Graph showing MAEs of different used user-item matrices at a glance.](image)

**Figure 5.14:** MAEs of the different used user-item matrices at a glance
Figure 5.15 shows the results without the Adjusted Cosine Similarity, because the MAE of this algorithm is significantly higher than the other MAEs.

Figure 5.15: MAEs of the different used user-item matrices at a glance without the Adjusted Cosine Similarity
5.2.2 MovieLens

The dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system has been developed for a recommendation system that can consider large and small datasets. However, this section shall show that this system is not limited to a quite small user group. It can also be used in a huge community. Therefore these tests use data from MovieLens.

MovieLens is a recommendation system, which is able to recommend movies. This recommendation system is able to recommend movies by using the user profiles. In addition it is able to find similar contents to a currently selected movie. Besides these features, MovieLens also offers the opportunity to use the user-item matrices which were built by users. These matrices are used to test the developed multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system and shall show the usefulness of the novel developed algorithms as well. The file which includes the user-item matrix contains 943 users and 1682 movies. The following tests use the user-item matrix from MovieLens.
Figure 5.16 presents the MAE by the usage of the item-based approach. The results show that the *Absolute Correlation* produces the lowest MAE by considering the item-based approach. The MAE is 0.718127535.

Figure 5.16: MAE by considering the item-based approach and by using the dataset from MovieLens
Figure 5.17 presents the $\text{MSE}$ by the usage of the item-based approach. The results show that the \textit{Absolute Correlation} produces the lowest $\text{MSE}$ by considering the item-based approach. The $\text{MSE}$ is 0.830160531.

![Figure 5.17: MSE by considering the item-based approach and by using the dataset from MovieLens](image-url)
Figure 5.18 presents the RMSE by the usage of the item-based approach. The results show that the Absolute Correlation produces the lowest RMSE by considering the item-based approach. The RMSE is 0.911131457.

![RMSE Chart](chart.png)
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Figure 5.19 presents the MAE by the usage of the user-based approach. The results show that the *Absolute Original Rank Correlation* produces the lowest MAE by considering the user-based approach. The MAE is 0.728804945.
Figure 5.20 presents the MSE by the usage of the user-based approach. The results show that the \textit{Absolute Original Rank Correlation} produces the lowest $\text{MSE}$ by considering the user-based approach. The $\text{MSE}$ is 0.858242675.
Figure 5.21 presents the RMSE by the usage of the user-based approach. The results show that the *Absolute Original Rank Correlation* produces the lowest RMSE by considering the user-based approach. The RMSE is 0.926413879.

Figure 5.21: RMSE by considering the user-based approach and by using the dataset from MovieLens.
5.2.2.1 Performance - MovieLens

The calculations which use the user-item matrix from MovieLens were performed by a server. This server includes several Central Processing Unit (CPU)s. Each CPU has a power of 2.66 Ghz and each Personal Computer (PC) contains 4 GByte Random Access Memory (RAM). Figure 5.23 shows the results of the performance by considering the user-based approach and Figure 5.22 presents the results by using the item-based approach. Each algorithm uses the user-item matrix from MovieLens, which contains ratings from 943 users and 1682 items. Each item from each user was used for the testing. This means that each entry within the user-item matrix has been predicted by the test.
Figure 5.22 presents the duration of the calculation by using the item-based approach.

Figure 5.22: Calculation durations of each algorithm by taking the item-based approach into account and by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.23 presents the calculation durations by taking the user-based approach into account. The experiments do not use an active user.

Figure 5.23: Calculation durations of each algorithm by taking the user-based approach into account and by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens
In contrast to the results that are presented above, Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 present the results that use an active user/item for the calculation. The accomplished experiment predicts only the entries of this active user/item and not the entire entries of the user-item matrix.

![Figure 5.24: Calculation durations of each algorithm by taking the item-based approach into account by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens and an active user.](image)
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Figure 5.25: Calculation durations of each algorithm by taking the user-based approach into account by the usage of the dataset from MovieLens and an active user.
5.2.3 Performance

This section presents the performance of the considered collaborative-filtering algorithms without the usage of the k-nearest neighbour approach. The tests were performed with a simulation test. This test built randomly filled user-item matrices with values. The tests include twelve items, which represent the twelve main genres that are specified by ETSI. The tests were accomplished with 10, 20, ..., 200 users and 12 items. The results present the duration of the calculation of each algorithm within the proposed system. The tests were performed with a CPU of 2Ghz.

Figure 5.26 presents the results in a single view. The results show that the duration of the calculations increases exponentially.

Figures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29, and 5.30 present a selection of all algorithms which are split by the duration of the calculations.
Figure 5.26: Calculation durations of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms without considering the neighbourhood
Figure 5.27 shows that the algorithms, which are based on the Cosine Similarity are the fastest algorithms.

Figure 5.27: Calculation durations of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms without considering the neighbourhood which are very fast compared to the other algorithms.
Figure 5.28 shows that the Pearson-r Correlation and the Absolute Correlation are the second fastest.

Figure 5.28: Calculation durations of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms without considering the neighbourhood which are fast compared to the other algorithms.
Figure 5.29 shows that the algorithms which are based on the building of ranks are the third fastest. It also shows that the algorithms which use the basis of Cosine Similarity and the building of ranks are slower than the algorithms that are based on the Pearson-r Correlation and the Spearman Rank Correlation.

![Figure 5.29: Calculation durations of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms without considering the neighbourhood which are slow compared to the other algorithms](image-url)
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Figure 5.30 shows that the Adjusted Cosine Similarity and the Adjusted Cosine Rank Similarity are the slowest algorithms.
Table 5.2 describes the functions of each algorithm. The functions of each algorithm have been exploited by using the linear regression approach. Each function is described with a polynomial of the third grade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>f(x)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.085 \cdot x^3 + 6.999 \cdot x^2 - 14.284 \cdot x + 25.285$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.058 \cdot x^3 + 7.083 \cdot x^2 - 12.405 \cdot x + 14.974$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRC</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.533 \cdot x^3 + 47.959 \cdot x^2 - 132.295 \cdot x + 185.953$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.387 \cdot x^3 + 45.363 \cdot x^2 - 120.55 \cdot x + 170.206$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AORC</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.176 \cdot x^3 + 38.45 \cdot x^2 - 63.812 \cdot x + 65.869$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.017 \cdot x^3 + 2.282 \cdot x^2 - 4.799 \cdot x + 6.243$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.008 \cdot x^3 + 2.103 \cdot x^2 - 4.353 \cdot x + 6.542$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.617 \cdot x^3 + 71.523 \cdot x^2 - 166.845 \cdot x + 219.755$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRCS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.567 \cdot x^3 + 69.931 \cdot x^2 - 152.907 \cdot x + 183.713$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.024 \cdot x^3 + 2.462 \cdot x^2 - 5.224 \cdot x + 6.196$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.027 \cdot x^3 + 2.528 \cdot x^2 - 5.92 \cdot x + 7.534$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.726 \cdot x^3 + 73.06 \cdot x^2 - 169.276 \cdot x + 202.399$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.757 \cdot x^3 + 74.676 \cdot x^2 - 173.017 \cdot x + 205.528$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRC</td>
<td>$f(x) = 0.283 \cdot x^3 + 45.204 \cdot x^2 + 33.094 \cdot x - 127.226$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACORCS</td>
<td>$f(x) = -0.492 \cdot x^3 + 66.069 \cdot x^2 - 107.225 \cdot x + 95.088$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCS</td>
<td>$f(x) = 14.818 \cdot x^3 + 5.912 \cdot x^2 - 55.962 \cdot x + 63.078$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJCRS</td>
<td>$f(x) = 13.077 \cdot x^3 + 104.499 \cdot x^2 - 443.534 \cdot x + 615.482$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Performance of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms by presenting the function $f(x)$
5.2.4 Conclusion

5.2.4.1 Error Rates

Section 5.2 presents the results of the experiments that do not use the k-nearest neighbour approach or a dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.14 present the error rates by taking several user-item matrices into account. These results that use the dataset from the survey prove that the most accurate algorithm is strongly connected to the considered user-item matrix.

Besides this fact, the results prove the usefulness of the newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms. Figure 5.16-5.21 present the results that consider the dataset from MovieLens. These results affirm the usefulness of the newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms.

For example, the algorithm which produces the lowest error rate by taking the item-based approach into account is the **Absolute Original Rank Correlation**. The algorithm with the lowest error rate that uses the user-based approach is the **Absolute Correlation**.

5.2.4.2 Performance

Section 5.2.2.1 presents the calculation durations by considering the dataset from MovieLens. The results are presented in Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23. Each entry within the user-item matrix is predicted and the active user/item is not considered.

Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 present the calculation durations of the experiments that consider an active user/item. In contrast to the above men-
tioned experiments, these experiments only predict the entries of the active user/item and not the entire user-item matrix.

Beside the performance results that take the dataset from MovieLens into account, Section 5.2.3 presents the calculation duration of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms by using different simulated user-item matrices. The results have been achieved by predicting every entry within the used user-item matrix and presented in Figure 5.26 at one glance. The experiments consider different number of entries.
5.3 With Neighbourhood

This section presents the results that consider the k-nearest neighbour approach. It presents the error rates that have been archived by calculating the predictions of entries and the comparison between the prediction and the original value.

5.3.1 Survey

This section presents the results which have been achieved by using the dataset from the survey. The used user-item matrix includes ratings from 10 users and 12 items, which represent genres from the DVB Standard for Service Information.
5.3.1.1 Item-Based

Figure 5.31 presents the results which have been achieved by using the k-nearest neighbour approach. It presents the results calculated with a neighbourhood size of three. The results are calculated by averaging the errors of ten test cycles.

![Error rates](image_url)

Figure 5.31: Error rates by considering the dataset from the survey by using the item-based approach and taking 3-nearest neighbours into account
5.3.1.2 User-Based

Figure 5.32 presents the error rates of the single algorithms by using the 3-nearest neighbours, while the active user also belongs to the neighbourhood. The results are the average of ten test cycles.

![Figure 5.32: Error rates by considering the dataset from the survey by using the user-based approach and taking 3-nearest neighbours into account](image-url)
Chapter 5. Evaluation

5.3.2 MovieLens

This section considers the dataset from MovieLens which contains ratings from 943 users and 1682 items (movies). This dataset represents a huge community.

5.3.2.1 Item-Based

The error rates that take the item-based approach into account are presented in Figures 5.33-5.35. They present the averaged error rates by considering 10 test cycles. The figures also show the error rates that take different neighbourhood sizes into account. The tests are performed by using 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours. Figure 5.33 presents the calculated MAE, Figure 5.34 presents the calculated MSE, and Figure 5.35 presents the calculated RMSE.
Figure 5.33: MAE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.34: MSE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens
Figure 5.35: RMSE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens
The error rates that take the item-based approach into account are presented in Figures 5.36-5.38. They present the averaged error rates by considering 50 test cycles. The figures also show the error rates that take different neighbourhood sizes into account. The tests were performed by using 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours. Figure 5.36 presents the calculated MAE, Figure 5.37 presents the calculated MSE, and Figure 5.38 presents the calculated RMSE.
Chapter 5. Evaluation

Figure 5.36: MAE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.37: MSE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.38: RMSE by considering the item-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
5.3.2.2 User-Based

Figures 5.39-5.41 present the error rates by using the user-based approach. The presented results consider different k-nearest neighbour sizes, such as 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours. The tables also show the averaged error rates from 10 test cycles.
Chapter 5. Evaluation

Figure 5.39: MAE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.40: MSE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens
Figure 5.41: RMSE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 10 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figures 5.42-5.44 present the error rates by using the user-based approach. The presented results consider different k-nearest neighbour sizes, such as 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours. The tables also show the averaged error rates from 50 test cycles.
Figure 5.42: MAE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from Movielens.
Figure 5.43: MSE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
Figure 5.44: RMSE by considering the user-based approach, taking 10-50 neighbours into account, performing 50 test cycles and using the dataset from MovieLens.
5.3.2.3 Performance

This section presents the calculation durations of the single collaborative-filtering algorithms by considering different neighbourhood sizes. The table presents the results by taking 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 neighbours into account. The measurement unit is milliseconds (ms). Figure 5.45 presents the results which used the item-based approach. The results of the calculation durations that considers the user-based approach are presented in Figure 5.46.
Figure 5.45: Calculation duration by considering 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours by taking the item-based approach into account
Figure 5.46: Calculation duration by considering 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours by taking the user-based approach into account
5.3.3 Conclusion

5.3.3.1 Error Rates

Section 5.3 presents the results of the experiments that use the k-nearest neighbour approach. The results prove that the creation of a neighbourhood is able to reduce the error rates compared to the approach, which does not use this neighbourhood.

For example, Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32 present the error rates that have been achieved by using a neighbourhood size of three and taking the dataset from the survey into account. These error rates are lower than the results from the experiment that do not use the k-nearest neighbour approach. The experiments which use the dataset from MovieLens also prove the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy by using the k-nearest neighbour approach.

Additionally the results also affirm that in most cases the newly developed collaborative-filtering algorithms are able to produce a lower error rate than SotA algorithms.

5.3.3.2 Performance

Section 5.3.2.3 presents the performance results that have been achieved by considering the dataset from MovieLens. Figure 5.45 presents the results which takes the item-based approach into account. Figure 5.46 presents the results that uses the user-based approach. The tables show the calculation duration by using the neighbourhood sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 neighbours. In contrast to the experiments that do not use the neighbourhood approach and the active user, the calculation duration that considers
a neighbourhood is significantly lower.
5.4 Dynamic Selection

This section presents the results that considers the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. The results prove the usefulness of this system and show that the error rates are significantly lower than under existing approaches.

5.4.1 Showing the Need

Figure 5.47 presents the MAE by using the dataset from MovieLens and taking different active users into account. The figure presents the results of five different active users. User 0, User 100, User 150, User 200, and User 250 were set to the active user. The neighbourhood size of these results is 10. The figure shows that the most accurate algorithm is strongly connected to the active user and its neighbourhood. For example, the most accurate algorithm for the active User 0 is the Absolute Original Rank Correlation and the algorithm that produces the lowest MAE by setting User 100 as the active user is the Absolute Cosine Co-Rated Similarity.
Figure 5.47: MovieLens - MAE - User-Based
5.4.2 Survey

5.4.2.1 Item-Based

The results that have been achieved by considering the item-based approach are presented in Figure 5.48. The test considers ten test cycles and the results are the average of the error rates. Figure 5.48 also presents the results by using different neighbour sizes. The neighbourhood also includes the active item.

Figure 5.48: Error rates by considering the item-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account
5.4.2.2 User-Based

The results that have been achieved by considering the user-based approach are presented in Figure 5.49. The test considers ten test cycles and the results are the average of the error rates. Figure 5.49 also presents the results by using different neighbour sizes. The neighbourhood also includes the active user.

![Error rates by considering the user-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account](image)

Figure 5.49: Error rates by considering the user-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account
5.4.2.3 Performance

The calculation duration of the tests is presented in Figure 5.50. The results are the average of ten test cycles. The figure presents the calculation duration of different neighbourhood sizes. The measurement unit is milliseconds (ms).

![Graph showing calculation duration by using the dataset from the survey and taking different neighbourhood sizes into account.](image)

Figure 5.50: Calculation duration by using the dataset from the survey and taking different neighbourhood sizes into account
5.4.3 MovieLens

5.4.3.1 Item-Based

The results, which are presented in Figure 5.51, have been achieved by using the dataset from MovieLens. The presented averaged error rates are calculated by taking 10 test cycles into account. Additionally, the table presents the results that consider different neighbourhood sizes. 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours are considered. The calculation which produces these results uses the item-based approach.

![Figure 5.51: Error rates by considering the item-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account and using 10 test cycles](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbours</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.52 presents the error rates which have been achieved by averaging the errors by considering 50 test cycles.

Figure 5.52: Error rates by considering the item-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account and using 50 test cycles.
5.4.3.2 User-Based

The results which are presented by Figure 5.53 have been achieved by using the dataset from MovieLens. The presented averaged error rates are calculated by taking 10 test cycles into account. Additionally, the table presents the results that consider different neighbourhood sizes. 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 k-nearest neighbours were considered. The calculation which produces these results uses the user-based approach.

![Figure 5.53: Error rates by considering the user-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account and using 10 test cycles](image-url)
Figure 5.54 presents the error rates which have been achieved by averaging the errors by considering 50 test cycles.

Figure 5.54: Error rates by considering the user-based approach, taking different neighbourhood sizes into account and using 50 test cycles
5.4.3.3 Performance

The following results were performed by using one Intel Core i7 with a CPU power of 2.7GHz and 8GB RAM. Figure 5.55 presents the results of this test. The milliseconds are the average by considering 50 test cycles, which been achieved by the error rate calculation. The results show that the increasing of the duration is quite linear. The duration of the calculations increases by \( \approx 15 \) seconds if the number of neighbours increases by 10.

![Graph showing calculation duration](figure)

Figure 5.55: Calculation duration by using the dataset from MovieLens and taking different neighbourhood sizes into account
5.4.4 Conclusion

5.4.4.1 Error Rates

The results of the experiments of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system, which are presented in Section 5.4, prove the usefulness of the system. The results affirm the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy. The error rates are significantly lower than the error rates from existing recommendation systems, which also use collaborative-filtering algorithms.

For example, Figure 5.48 and Figure 5.49 presented the error rates by using different neighbourhood sizes. These tables present the results that have been achieved by using the dataset from MovieLens. Figure 5.52 and Figure 5.54 presented the error rates by using the dataset from MovieLens. The results have been achieved by considering different neighbourhood sizes.

5.4.4.2 Performance

Section 5.4.3.3 presents the calculation durations that use the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system. Figure 5.55 presents the duration of the calculation by considering the neighbourhood sizes of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 neighbours. In contrast to the calculation durations that use the k-nearest neighbour approach, the proposed dynamic system needs more time for the calculation. However, the experiments have been performed within one thread. A multi-threading could decrease the duration for the dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative-filtering algorithm.
5.5 Comparison

This section presents the results of the comparison between the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system and other existing recommendation systems. Figure 5.56 presents the mentioned comparison. Each of the compared systems use the dataset from MovieLens. In addition, the compared systems are evaluated by the usage of the MAE. The results prove the usefulness of the proposed system and prove the significant improvement of the predictions’ accuracy.

![Comparison of the MAEs](image)

Figure 5.56: Comparison of the MAEs between existing recommendation systems and the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system
5.6 Summary

Section 5 presented the results of the evaluation. The experiments of the evaluation considered two datasets.

The first dataset is a result from a survey. Respondents were asked to rate specified genres from an ETSI standard for Service Information. This standard specified twelve main genres. The respondents were able to rate these genres by setting values between 0 and 5, where 0 represents no interest in the selected genre and 5 definite interest in the selected genre. The results of the survey are presented in Table 3.1. This dataset represents a small community. The second dataset from MovieLens represents a large community. It contains ratings from 943 users and 1682 items (movies). It has been used by several other researchers to evaluate their systems.

The evaluation is focused on the accuracy of the predictions. The predictions were calculated by using the Weighted Sum approach, which is defined by Equation 2.14. These calculated predictions were used to exploit the error rates, such as the [MAE], the [MSE], and the [RMSE]. The usage of these error rates offered the opportunity to compare the results from the proposed system with recommendation systems from other researchers.

In order to prove the usefulness of the proposed system, several experiments were undertaken. At the beginning a comparison between the results that use the truncation of the prediction and the results that do not use the truncation of the predictions was shown. The results prove that the predictions’ truncation improve the predictions’ accuracy compared to the classical approach, which does not use the truncation of predictions.
Besides the evaluation of the predictions’ truncation, the usefulness of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system was proved by the errors’ calculation that do not consider a neighbourhood, a errors’ calculation that consider the neighbourhood, an a errors’ calculation that takes the proposed dynamic approach into account.

The results prove that the usage of the neighbourhood improves the predictions’ accuracy compared to the approach that does not consider a neighbourhood. Additionally the results of the evaluation prove that the proposed dynamic selection is able to reduce the error rates significantly compared to existing approaches.
Chapter 6

Personal Program Guide - PPG

Since users are overloaded with information [27,28] a personalized interface is needed which supports users in finding content of interest in less time [101]. Therefore an interface has been developed which is able to filter the immense amount of content and present personalized recommendations.

In contrast to a classical Electronic Program Guide (EPG) that does not provide personalized content recommendations [102], the PPG uses the developed and researched recommendation system which is described in Section 4. In addition it uses an API from Google. This API is able to access data from YouTube. The PPG uses this data and presents recommendations for events, which are broadcast from DVB and which are available from YouTube.

The following sections describe the features of the PPG and present the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of this interface.
6.1 Login

Users can use the login for the PPG which is shown by Figure 6.1. With the login, the PPG is able to identify the current user. The PPG will load the user profile, which can be created in an explicit and in an implicit manner. The user profiles are saved on the locally used device and/or on the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server, which is described in Section 3.1.

![Figure 6.1: PPG - Login](image-url)
After the user has completed the login, the main menu of the PPG will be shown, as shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: PPG - Main Menu
6.2 Viewing Content Related to the Current Event

The user is able to search content, which is related to the current broadcast event from DVB. Imagine that the current broadcast event is “King of Queens”. The PPG will parse the available scheduled information from the EIT which is delivered by the DVB Transport Stream. Besides the events that are broadcast by DVB, the PPG also searches for video clips from YouTube that are related to the currently watched event. This is realized by the usage of the API from Google, which offers the opportunity to parse metadata from YouTube. For example, the PPG sends a request to YouTube and asks for video clips with the title: “King of Queens”. The PPG presents the related events and video clips, as shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: PPG - Related Content
The figure shows that several features are realized. The windows is split into different areas. The area in the top (red rectangle) presents the events that are broadcast by DVB. The area in the middle (green rectangle) presents video clips from YouTube. The area in the bottom (yellow rectangle) presents the available metadata which describes the selected event or video clip in more detail. The window also includes a navigation bar (blue rectangle).

Figure [6.4] presents the process chart of this feature. The first step of this process includes the metadata extraction of the currently watched event. The used parser extracts the title, the genre, and the subgenre of this event. After the extraction is finished, the process parses the available scheduled information which contains metadata from the following events that will be broadcast in the near future. The process goes through the scheduled information and compares it with the currently watched event.

If the title, the genre, and the subgenre of the currently watched event is also part of the scheduled information, the relation between them is 100%. If an event’s subgenre of the scheduled information is equal to the subgenre of the currently watched event, the relation between them is 80%. (If the subgenre is equal, the genre is equal, too, since a subgenre describes a genre in more detail). If a title and the genre of an event from the scheduled information is equal to the title and the genre to the currently watched event, the relation between them is 60%. If only the title of the current event is equal to an event of the scheduled information, the relationship is 40%. The relation is 20% if just the genre of an event from the scheduled information is equal to the currently watched event. If no parameter of an event from the scheduled information is equal to the currently watched event, the relation of
Figure 6.4: PPG - Process Chart
scheduled event and the currently watched event is 0%. The PPG uses these relations for the rating stars. 100% is presented with five stars, 80% with four stars, 60% with three stars, 40% with two stars, 20% with one star, and 0% is presented with zero stars.

6.3 Searching for Repeats of Current Event

The PPG is able to search for repeats of the currently watched event. The parser extracts the scheduled information which is broadcast by the DVB Transport Stream, and searches for events with the same title, subgenre, and genre. These events and video clips from YouTube, which will be delivered by Google’s API by sending a request for video clips with the title of the currently watched event, will be presented to the user.

6.4 Adding Current Event to Favourites

With this menu entry, the user is able to easily add the currently watched event to her/his favourites. This event will be saved in the user profile of the currently logged-in user.

6.5 Viewing Recommendations

Figure 6.5 presents a screenshot of the PPG if the user wants to see the recommendations. The PPG extract the preferences of the currently logged-in user and parses the scheduled information for the creation of recommendations.
The recommendations are created by taking the equations from Section 4.2.1 into account. These equations consider the different available metadata from DVB such as title of the event, genre, and subgenre of the event, and combine them for the creation of the RIs. The PPG will also search video clips from YouTube. At the beginning the PPG will send a request to YouTube, which searches for video clips with the title of the currently watched event. If the user switches to another event within the available DVB events, the PPG will send a new request to YouTube with the title of the newly selected event. Therefore the user will always get video clips from YouTube that are related to the currently selected event from the available recommendations.

Figure 6.5: PPG - Recommendations
6.6 Viewing Recommendations for Today

The presentation of the recommendations for today uses almost the same procedure as the presentation of recommendations which is described in Section 6.5. The difference between these two features is that the recommendations for today only searches events that will be broadcast on the same day.

6.7 Setting/Configuring Preferences

Since the user shall be able to set her/his preferences, the PPG offers the opportunity to create the explicit user profile. The user is able to rate genres and subgenres, which are specified by [20], by setting stars. Zero stars represent no interest in the selected genre/subgenre, five stars represent definite interest in the selected genre/subgenre. Besides these opportunities, users are also able to exclude genres and subgenres from the recommendations. If a user wants to exclude a genre/subgenre from the recommendations, she/he has to set the “stop sign”. Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of this feature. The set preferences will be saved in the explicit user profile. It will be saved in an XML file, which is presented in Listing 4.1.
6.8 Viewing of Collaborative Recommendations

The PPG is also able to recommend events, genres, and subgenres that are based on collaborative-filtering techniques. Figure 6.6 shows that the user is able to select whether all recommendations shall be presented, only recommendations that are based on the titles of events, or only recommendations that are based on genres or subgenres.

![Figure 6.6: PPG - Collaborative Choice](image)

If the user selects one of these choices, the PPG will present recommendations that are based on collaborative-filtering techniques. At the current stage, the PPG considers the user-based approach. It searches for events and genres/subgenres that have been watched by similar users. The PPG also searches for video clips from YouTube by using the API from Google.
6.9 Searching for an Event

The PPG also offers the opportunity to search for a specific event. Users are able to search for this event by putting the title of the requested event into a search bar, as shown in Figure 6.7. The PPG will parse the available scheduled information and present the event with the same title to the user. In addition the PPG presents video clips from YouTube. The PPG uses the API from Google and searches for video clips with the title that has been put into the search bar by the user.

Figure 6.7: PPG - Searching for an Event
6.10 Summary

This chapter presented the developed PPG. This PPG includes several features. These features use filtering techniques, such as content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. It also combines content which is broadcast by DVB and video clips from YouTube. The developed features can help users to find content of interest that is connected to their own preferences, which are created in an implicit or explicit manner. The recommendations can also be created according to the interests of similar users that have been archived by taking the collaborative-filtering approach into account.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis tackles the collaborative-filtering topic by using a media environment. Since the quality of the predictions of a recommendation system is strongly connected to the accuracy of the predictions, the aim of this thesis focuses on the improvement of the predictions’ accuracy. The system shall be able to consider small datasets, which contain just a small number of set ratings from users on items, e.g. movies. This small dataset shall represent a home environment, which can be found in families or blocks of flats. But the system shall not be limited to a small community. It shall also consider huge datasets, which represents a large community. Examples of huge datasets are MovieLens, Netflix, Amazon, and LastFM. This thesis presents a newly developed and researched dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system, which is able to improve the prediction’s accuracy significantly.

Although the presented thesis focuses on the prediction accuracy by using collaborative-filtering techniques, it also takes other topics into account.

Firstly the thesis introduces the reader to the building of user profiles.
The presented recommendation system considers the creation of user profiles that are built in an explicit and in an implicit manner. The explicit creation of user profiles is realized by the usage of an interface. Within this interface users are able to rate specified genres and subgenres which are broadcast by DVB. Besides these genres and subgenres, users are also able to rank events by titles. The implicit creation of the user profiles takes the viewing behaviour of individual users into account. The system logs the duration a user watches a genre, a subgenre, or an event. This logged duration is used to create an index, the RI, which represents the preference in the watched genre, subgenre, or event.

Secondly the thesis presents the two different approaches which are responsible for the filtering. On the one hand, the thesis describes the content-based approach. The content-based filtering approach uses the metadata which describes the content in more detail, for the creation of the recommendations. Since the focus of this thesis deals with the collaborative filtering techniques, the content-based approach is described only briefly. The collaborative filtering techniques, which build the main part of this thesis, are described in detail. The thesis presents several SotA collaborative filtering algorithms and shows possible weaknesses. Besides these SotA algorithms, the thesis also presents newly developed and researched collaborative-filtering algorithms which overcome the researched weaknesses. The thesis also describes the k-nearest neighbour approach, which is responsible for finding users or items that are quite similar to the active user or item. The predictions’ accuracy is calculated by the usage of the Weighted Sum approach, which is responsible for the predicting of single entries within the used user-
item matrix. These predicted entries are compared with the “original” entry of the user-item matrix and error rates, such as $\text{MAE}$, $\text{MSE}$, or $\text{RMSE}$, give feedback on the accuracy of the used collaborative-filtering algorithm. The main contribution of this thesis is the dynamic selection of the most accurate collaborative filtering algorithm, which is strongly connected to the active user/item and its neighbourhood. This selection improves the prediction accuracy significantly compared to existing recommendation systems.

In addition these back-end topics, the thesis also presents an interface which is able to present the recommendations. This interface, the so-called PPG, considers the recommendations which are created by using the content-based and the collaborative filtering approach. It additionally takes DVB content and video clips from YouTube into account.

In order to prove the usefulness of the proposed system, the evaluation of this thesis considers two datasets. The first dataset represents the small community. The dataset was built by undertaking a survey. Respondents were asked to rate genres, which are specified by an ETSI Standard for Service Information. This standard specifies twelve main genres. The respondents were able to rate these genres by setting a value between 0 and 5, where 0 represents no interest in the selected genre and 5 definite interest in the selected genre. Twelve respondents took part in this survey. The results are saved within a user-item matrix and the experiments of the evaluation uses several variations of this user-item matrix. The second dataset contains ratings from 943 and 1682 items (movies). This dataset from MovieLens represents the huge community. The thesis uses this dataset because several existing systems are evaluated with this dataset. Therefore a com-
parison among existing systems and the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system can be accomplished.

The experiments of the evaluation consider several aspects. At the beginning the evaluation shows the results which compare the error rates that have been achieved by using no truncation of predictions with the results of the error rates that use the truncation of the predictions. The results show that the predictions’ truncation improves the predictions’ accuracy compared to the classical approach, which does not use the truncation of predictions.

The usefulness of the proposed system is proved by comparing the error rates, which have been achieved by taking the following settings into account:

1. Without a neighbourhood
2. With a neighbourhood
3. With the proposed system

The experiments consider each of these settings and use the above mentioned datasets. The results show the error rates and the performance of these settings.
Without a Neighbourhood

The results of the experiments that do not use the k-nearest neighbour approach show that the most accurate filtering algorithm is strongly connected to the considered user-item matrix. This connection is proved by the results of the error rates by using the dataset from the survey. The results additionally prove the usefulness of the newly developed collaborative filtering algorithms. The results, which have been achieved by using the dataset from MovieLens, affirm the usefulness of this observation.

With a Neighbourhood

The experiments, which consider the k-nearest neighbours, prove that this approach is able to reduce the error rates compared to the experiments that do not use the k-nearest neighbours. The results also affirm the usefulness of the newly developed algorithms. These algorithms are able to produce a lower error rate than existing SotA collaborative filtering algorithms.

With the Proposed System

The evaluation of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system proves that this approach is able to reduce the error rates significantly, compared to the approaches that are described above. The results prove that the dynamic selection of the most accurate filtering algorithm by considering the k-nearest neighbours improves the predictions’ accuracy and delivers an error rate that is significantly lower than existing approaches.
Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Future Work

In order to improve the performance of the proposed dynamic multi-algorithm collaborative-filtering system, the calculation of the error rates could be split. Currently the calculations are performed within one thread. The usage of multi-threading code can reduce the calculation duration. This could be useful if the proposed system shall be used in a real-time environment. In addition, the performance could be improved if the code was written in native code instead of C#. Since the evaluated system includes several collaborative-filtering algorithms, long-term tests could decrease the number of these algorithms. These long-term tests could be used to identify algorithms which could be deleted without a significant decline in the predictions’ accuracy. These deletions could also improve the performance duration of the presented system.

Another aspect of future work could be the implementation in other environments. The proposed system is currently implemented in an entertainment environment. A next step could be the implementation into, for example, an online shop. Since some of the SotA algorithms are used in online shops, experiments could determine whether the proposed system can also be used in such an environment.

Companies in the Netherlands and in Austria have already asked for an integration of the recommendation system into their existing environment.
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